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This study examines the development of German pipe organ culture 

and French classical pipe organ culture from a single common origin in the 

Duchy of Brabant, during 1450-1850, with respect to select major attributes 

of organ construction, organ music and organ technique. The respective 

music of Dieterich Buxtehude (1637-1707), Praeludium in G Minor, BuxWV 

149, for the North German contrapuntalists, and of César Franck (1822-

1890), Choral No. 3 in A Minor, for the classical French symphonic tradition, 

is highlighted and appended with suggested technique for each work. 
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Introduction 
 

The pipe organ remains the single most ancient musical instrument, 

one encompassing the Western tradition from antiquity to modernity. From 

early centuries through medieval times and into the early nineteenth century 

it was profoundly linked to the Roman Catholic liturgy and the protestant 

liturgies. The expression, “King of Instruments,” originated from the words of 

Mozart who once played the large organ at St. Bavo in Haarlem for one hour 

as a ten-year old child (Visser 1971, 255). It has been asserted that more 

music was composed for the organ than for any other Western musical 

instrument. Yet organ culture, which incorporates a blend of both music and 

instrument, for too long has served as a stepchild of music history in a way 

that is unique among all instrumental literature (Peeters 1971, 9). 

In this study we note the common origin of the North German 

contrapuntal organ school with that of the French classical organ school, both 

emanating from the Duchy of Brabant in the Netherlands or Low Countries of 

Europe in the fifteenth to seventeenth centuries. Wrapped in historical 

perspective, the story of the development of the organ unfolds during four 

centuries, 1450-1850, as issues of organ construction, organ music and 

organ technique are treated. 

About 1500 CE the modern organ was launched as a large, permanent 

keyboard instrument that, fueled by wind, was capable of producing an array  
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of sounds characterized by principal, mixture and solo stops. A most versatile 

instrument, the organ renders solo, ensemble and full symphonic music. 

Incomparable are its large compass, powerful dynamic span and 

kaleidoscopic palette of tone colors.  

Over the centuries, organ playing and organ building have influenced 

each other. Each advance in technology facilitated another musical step 

forward; each musical advance subsequently suggested a new technical 

accommodation. On occasion, the same hands possessed both musical and 

constructive ability. The organ grew up, as it were, within the aegis of the 

Roman Catholic Church; when that institution declined in power and prestige, 

its musical protégé, the pipe organ, did likewise. Certain organists played, 

although blind: one was Arnolt Schlick (1460-1622) (Peeters 1971, 63); 

Antonio de Cabezón (1520-1566) (Vente 1971, 92) was another. Certain 

organists, such as the Roman Catholic Peer Wyborgh, were recruited and 

paid to furnish music for the new protestant services (Vente 1971, 88). Both 

Reformation and revolution cut off the building of pipe organs as well as 

destroyed existing ones; exigencies of organ building and organ destruction 

truncated organists’ jobs for decades at a time. In the north, the stamp of 

Calvinism served a parallel function to that of the Counter Reformation in the 

south. It is true that virtually all of the organ literature of the Gothic, 

Renaissance and Baroque periods is liturgical in nature (Klotz 1969, 133). 

This includes contrapuntal, fugal, chorale and hymn-based music, as well as 

ricercar, canzona, toccata, praembulum, passacaglia, praeludium, fugue, 

fantasia, sonata and concerto (Klotz 1969, 134).   
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 The Baroque period is emblazoned with consummate organ music. The 

ultimate decline of the pipe organ as instrument may be partially ascribed to 

its linkage to disparate national musical schools rather than to any particular 

musical period, as characterized other instruments. Further, the French 

school of organ music developed in France at a time subsequent to that of 

Germany and was therefore associated with organ literature at a later time. 

Thus, we find that French organ works entered the literature at a later date. 

At least one scholar has labeled organ music according to a hierarchy 

of three: it is either contemporary or romantic or pre-romantic (Phelps 

2009). We presume that all German contrapuntal music – together with all 

organ music from the earliest inception of the instrument – is subsumed 

under the rather sterile label “pre-romantic.”  

 Dietrich Buxtehude occupies a similar, if not parallel, position to that of 

César Franck. The former may be considered the forerunner of Bach. He 

excelled under conditions of non-equal temperament, partial standardization 

of the modern system of tonality and a variety of cosmopolitan influences, 

notably Italian forms and virtuosity, French elegance and charm, with 

German thoroughness and order. His praeludia constitute forerunners of the 

eighteenth-century form, prelude and fugue. Buxtehude was less than fully 

appreciated during his lifetime. Franck may be considered the father of 

French Romantic organ music in that he paved the way for later French 

composers and French organ symphonies. He thrived under conditions of an 

unhappy childhood, of working in a trichotomy of disparate French social 

groups – nobility, middle class and avant-garde – each of whom supported a 
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separate, even conflicting, musical empowerment; he also accommodated 

the dichotomy of older classical forms against the newer Romantic content. 

He composed twelve major works that shaped the genre of organ symphony, 

thus leading to other works of the same genre by Widor, Vierne, Dupré and 

Langlais. Like Buxtehude, Franck, too, was les s than fully appreciated during 

his lifetime. 

 Having evolved over centuries, the modern pipe organ is one of the 

oldest musical instruments in the history of mankind. To conceptualize its 

historical parameters, we enter a survey of select organ history with a goal to 

appreciate the common origin of both the German contrapuntal school and 

the French classical school.   
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The Germans: Construction 
 

Early in the fifteenth century the organ was a massive, noisy, 

undivided block of pipes and related structures that the Netherlanders called 

a blokwerk. Having no stops, it remained constantly in the “on” position and 

lacked only a colossal air supply to be played. Its foundation consisted of a 

double principal of two ranks: an open 4’ rank, constructed of pewter and 

located behind a principal 4’ that was visible by virtue of its standing in the 

front row of pipes; the other rank consisted of stopped lead pipes with a 

bourdon of 4’ length and 8’ tone that was located in front of the stopped 

pipes. Augmenting the foundational 8’ and 4’ pipes was a mixture comprising 

five ranks for the bass register ranging to ten ranks for the treble (Vente 

1971, 45; Vente 1958, 200). At this early period, some of the modern 

attributes of the pipe organ were already emplaced (Vente 1958, 208). 

In the Chapel of the Seminary at Louvain (1445) Adam van Elen 

constructed an organ having a blokwerk that was played by a single manual 

keyboard. From the beginning, this manual played the fifteenth-century 

equivalent of the great organ. Larger instruments dating from circa 1450 

incorporated both a great organ-blokwerk and a smaller, new rückpositiv. 

Division of the blokwerk into several chests served the practical purpose of 

better management of the wind supply (Williams and Owen “The Organ: 

Construction,” 1984, 839). It also produced a variety of colors or tonal 
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effects, but these were attained at a cost of the need for individual stop 

control. In these instruments, the great organ-blokwerk was a distinctly 

undivided mixture characterized by a certain indivisibility of sounds; by 

contrast, the part of the blokwerk that was first separated – later named the 

rückpositiv – evinced a distinct divisibility of sounds. A pair of small 

windchests supported the latter concept: one channeled air into a stopped 

flute or recorder-sounding pipe, the hohlpfeife; the other, into a mixture 

whose foot-length matched that of the flute. Several additional, smaller 

ranks adorned the second, but not the first, windchest. Thus, the rückpositiv 

could deliver both gentle sounds as well as the robust sounds of both 

chambers or simply the robust mixture alone. The second windchest was 

constructed with a ventil that served to turn its air supply on and off. When 

turned on, the sound grew into that produced by all resources in both 

divisions and both windchests of the rückpositiv (Vente 1958, 208).        

 Moreover, select large instruments featured an independent pedal, 

spatially separated for aesthetic reasons and stationed on either side of the 

great organ-blokwerk. Its ten bourdon pipes remained opened. More 

importantly, their chief characteristic was that of bearing a predictable 

relationship to the great organ-blokwerk: they were consistently constructed 

to sound one octave below the foundational rank of the blokwerk. While 

some were constructed from the second half of the fifteenth century at 20’, 

24’ and 28’, the standard construction was to develop into 32’. However, the 

bass sound of these pipes was produced by playing the bass register keys on 

the great organ manual, rather than by the yet-undeveloped pedalboard 
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(Vente 1958, 208). A representative two-manual organ and blokwerk are 

illustrated in figures 1 and 2, respectively (Phelps 1998). 

 
 

Typical Two-Manual Organ 
In the Low Countries circa 1480 

 
 

HAUPTWERK 
 

16’ Blokwerk  X-XX 
 

RÜCKPOSITIV 
 

8’ Hohlpfeife 
4’ Mixtur V-X 
2’ Scharff V-X 

 
PEDAL 

 
32’ Bourdon (open pipes) 
16’ Blokwerk (Hauptwerk coupled) 
 

 
Figure 1 

 
 
 Early in Gothic organ design and construction certain commonalities 

surfaced whose essential characteristics would remain intact through two- 

and-one-half centuries of development. First, the Gothic organ as a musical 

instrument produces an ensemble sound that is based on octave and quint 

ranks. Second, it is constructed with divisions of pitch that differentiate the 

sounds it produces. Third, it has a second division, completely independent 

even to the extent that in larger instruments it is played on a second manual 

(Williams and Owen “The Organ: Construction,” 1984, 841). To this, we may 

add that Stolba would suggest a late medieval keyboard that began at C as 

the lowest note (1998, 125). 
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A Representative Great-Organ Blokwerk, circa 1480 

 
 

Figure 2 
 
 

 Another commonality is that of location. Hettrick cites the usual places 

for locating an organ: on the choir screen; on one side of the choir; at an end 

wall of the transept; or near the crossing of the nave and the transept (1980, 

5).  

Pre-1530 Hertogenbosch 

At this time, the instruments of circa 1500 may be called Gothic; the 

term Renaissance may be applied from about 1540 (Vente 1958, 208). It 

was in Brabant where organ builders first abandoned the venerable blokwerk 

in favor of a second organ division. At the time, Brabant was a Duchy whose 

Northern region has become in modern times the Netherlands province of 

Noord Brabant and whose Southern region now lies within the Belgian 

provinces of Antwerp and Brabant. Its historic ruler, Duke Henry I, lived in 

his ancestral home at Hertogenbosch; the latter, located south of the 
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southwestern Netherlands rivers, was one of its capitals. The name 

Hertogenbosch – also ’s-Hertogenbosch – derives from a corruption of the 

Netherlandish expression, des Hertogen bosch, signifying the Duke’s forest. 

The location it occupied assured that Hertogenbosch would have a place in 

the midst of new trends and novelties of every kind. Unfortunately, in 

political and economic orientation Hertogenbosch fronted the South, while its 

lifestyle and cultural ties linked it to the north (Vente 1971, 75). Variant 

historical names assigned to the people of Brabant are Bossenaren (Bicknell, 

65; Vente 1971, 75) and Bosschenaar (Van Dijck 1980, 121). For half a 

century – from 1533 to circa 1590 – Hertogenbosch enjoyed its status as the 

organ-making capital of the Netherlands; then, it became the bridge between 

Noord and southern Brabant. Curiously, even as Brabant divaricated 

politically, so did the history of the organ: for when the builders of Noord 

Brabant moved to separate ways from those of southern Brabant, little could 

they conceive that they were also shaping the future of the instrument 

(Vente 1971, 75). 

Vente furnishes the most substantial description of organ building in 

the city of Hertogenbosch prior to Niehoff’s arrival in 1533. It landmarks the 

work of van Elen, van den Houwe and van der Distelen (Vente 1958, 202).   

Anthony van Elen hailed from an organ building family. In 1423-25 he 

constructed a large organ for the Church of Sint Jan, Hertogenbosch, that 

already enjoyed a rückpositiv; moreover, he constructed another large organ 

for the Church of the Dom in Utrecht in 1434. Two decades later, the latter 

served as a model for the new Delft organ (Vente 1958, 202). 
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Hendrik van den Houwe was a second early builder. He refurbished the 

Sint Jan’s organ in 1498 by supplying a new rückpositiv and constructing ten 

large pedal bourdons that may have extended to 32’ (Vente 1958, 202).  

Daniel van der Distelen, having worked in Malines and Antwerp, 

settled in Hertogenbosch during 1498-1504. He was able to conceptualize 

equal temperament in the Sint Jan’s blokwerk, thus installed new keys in the 

rückpositiv. These were C, C-sharp, D, D-sharp, E and F in the extreme bass 

register. However, he did not effect the change since he lacked the new 

windchest that it would have required. He also added a novel G-sharp in the 

great-blokwerk bass register, although he supplied no additional new keys 

with it. In all, five registrational sounds are noted: the plenum, defined as 

the great organ undivided mixture; the positiv plenum, consisting of the 

principal, mixture and sharp mixture; the principal 6’; the principal 6’ sharp; 

and the mixture 3’. In 1504, for reasons unknown, Willem Boets van Heyst 

replaced Distelen at Sint Jan’s; it is he that completed the organ’s rückpositiv 

adaptation. However, as one of the early Lutherans, van Heyst perished at 

the stake on November 27, 1533 (Vente 1971, 88). Others also worked in 

Hertogenbosch else lived there and constructed, repaired or evaluated 

organs in other towns (Vente 1971, 203). Brabant had already embarked on 

its eminent history.  

Technological Changes 

 Shortly after 1500 organ construction reflected the prevalence of the 

slider chest, die Scheiflade, a device employed to render certain pipe ranks 

playable that were located on top of the chest and controlled by a stop knob 
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(Klotz 1858, 20-21). Early experiments centered around the blokwerk of 

smaller instruments or on the relatively modest windchests of the rückpositiv 

or a later development, the brustwerk. At this time the venerable blokwerk 

remained intact. But the slider itself jeopardized the wind supply even in a 

smaller windchest; thus, given that the windchest was directly related to the 

size of the organ itself, the danger of causing the loss of wind only 

exponentiated with the increase in size of the organ.    

Nonetheless, about 1520 several organ builders successfully divided a 

small blokwerk. Working in 1522 at St. Denis in Veurne (Furnes), West 

Flanders, Joris Buus of Bruges was one of the first to refashion an organ 

having a large blokwerk: he separated some of its ranks and rendered them 

newly playable on a second manual (Williams and Owen “The Organ: 

Construction,” 1984, 843). Documents from this era rarely reveal how the 

stops were used; however, for this instrument a stop list is illustrated in  

figure 3 (Vente 1958, 204). 

St. Denis Stop List, Veurne, West Flanders (1522) 
 

Principal 4’ 
Principal 4’, Sesquialtera 
Principal 4’, Sesquialtera, Mixture 
Principal 4’, Sesquialtera, Mixture, Sharp    

    
Flute 4’ 
Flute 2’ 

   Flute 4, Flute 2’ 
Principal, Flute 4’, Sesquialtera 

   Principal, Flute 4’, Sesquialtera, Mixture 
Principal, Flute 4’, Flute 2’, Sharp and the organo pleno 
Principal, Flute 4’, Flute 2’, Sesquialtera, Mixture, Sharp 

 
Figure 3 
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 Subsequent to these developments in construction, a third manual 

appeared called the brustpositiv or brustwerk. Moreover, the pedal was 

expanded. More reeds were added. Then, a novelty was conceived: that of 

furnishing a unique pedal bass for the stops that were separately playable. 

The institution of the ten large bourdon pipes, played on the great manual, 

seemed too broad and overpowering to the individual stops. Thus, when the 

large pedal pipes were separated from the old blokwerk, they were arranged 

on top of the rückpositiv or brustwerk, not the windchest of the great organ. 

One example was proposed, although not constructed, for the Antwerp 

Cathedral by Daniel van der Distelen in 1505. The great organ consisted of 

37 notes, f 0 – f 3, together with a mixture of many ranks and a sharp 

mixture. The rückpositiv compass, 25 notes, f 0 – f 2, bore a pedal part of 12 

notes, F – e 0. The brustpositiv compass was 25 notes, f 0 – f 2; and its pedal 

part was also 12 notes, F – e 0. This may be summarized (Vente 1958, 204): 

Rückpositiv    25 note manual, f 0 – f 2 
pedal part of 12 notes, F – e 0 

Hauptwerk   37 notes, F – f 0 
with a mixture of many ranks and a sharp mixture 

Brustpositiv   25 notes, f 0 – f 2 
pedal part was 12 notes, F – e 0 

 
 

Singularly important was the grouping of sounds by principals, flutes, 

reeds and mixtures in the Antwerp design: these groupings were destined to 

endure from this time. Additionally, Antwerp had four reeds – cornett, regal-

bagpipe, trumpet and krummhorn/dulzian – that produced certain color 

imitations (Williams and Owen “The Organ: 1450-1800” 1984, 867). To a 
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degree, the Cathedral in Zwolle, Netherlands also illustrates the beginning of 

the new art of registration (Vente 1958, 205). 

Summarily, the Brabant organ at its most characteristic is embodied in 

the organ of Oude Kerk, Amsterdam (1505). This instrument contained a 

robust principal chorus; large flute stops located on an oberwerk chest; stops 

voiced smaller in the rückpositiv; pedals that played a hauptwerk chorus in 

plenum registrations; and a pair of strong, high-pitched solo stops to play 

the cantus firmus (Williams and Owen “The Organ: 1450-1800” 1984, 869). 

 This instrument, although lacking the rank of a third, is celebrated as 

one of the first examples of the future French grand jeu, a type of reed 

plenum that is illustrated in figure 4 (Klotz 1969, 59). It held wide-scaled 

ranks at 8’, 4’, 2 2/3’, 2’ and 1 3/5’; also, the mixed voices of nachthorn V or 

kornett V; 8” and 4’ trumpets; krummhorn 8’; and principal 4’. This 

combination had been developed by southern Hertogenbosch builders in the 

early sixteenth century. An example of a wide-scaled choir with additional 

solo capability is furnished in figure 4 (Klotz 1969, 59). 

 
An Early Classical French grand jeu 

 
 

Rohrflöte 8’ 
Spitzflöte 4’ 
Waldflöte 2’ 
Hörnlein II (wide-scaled, 2 2/3 and 1 3/5) 
Sifflöte 1 (wide-scaled bass, narrow-scaled treble) 

 
 

Figure 4 
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It is a major theme of this study that the German contrapuntal school 

and the classical French school represent two distinct, artistically different 

concepts that permeate the majority of extant Western organ literature. In 

the Oude Kerk pipe organ, for the first time in this study, we glimpse the 

beginnings of a new school. 

Influences From Outside Hertogenbosch 

 Despite the vast technological changes – or perhaps because of them 

– half a dozen outside organ builders were attracted to Hertogenbosch. 

Among these were Johan Graurok I, Bernt Granboem, Hans Suys, Sebastian 

Zwysen, Peter Briesger and Jan van Covelen (Vente 1958, 205). 

Johan Graurok I emigrated to Hertogenbosch and became a citizen of 

Zutphen, located in the Rhine delta, in 1534. Next, he experimented with the 

unprecedented placement of pipes over the great organ (Vente 1958, 207). 

Then, in Zutphen (also Zutfen) he constructed the organ at St.Walburge 

(Walpurgis) (1533-1534) before leaving Zutphen in 1547 (Vente 1971, 80). 

Graurok’s brother-in-law Bernt Granboem, or Granboom, of Bocholt, 

Germany, had become a citizen of Emmerich in 1511. He built an organ with 

a brustwerk at Arnhem in 1506 (Vente 1971, 50). Johan Graurok II was 

more organist than organ builder; but Johan III and Johan IV were solely 

builders (Vente 1971, 80). After Graurok I died in 1558, his descendants 

built organs until the early seventeenth century; Bernard and Johan Graurok 

III were active in Frankfurt in 1595 (Vente 1958, 205). 

Hans Suys van Keulen posits a mysterious figure. His lineage being 

possibly the son of Levinus Sweys – or Lieven Zwits, the same person – van 
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Keulen may have been a pupil of Leonard Mertz at Frankfurt on Main. He was 

named in the 1498 records of the Church of St. Bartholomew, Frankfurt on 

Main, as Hans Suest of Nuremberg, organbuilder. Subsequently, after moving 

to Cologne he became Hans Zuess of Cologne and Hans van Zwanenburg and 

Hans Zwanenbroek of Cologne. Moving again, to Antwerp, about 1510 he 

became there, alternately, Hans van Keulen (“from Cologne”) and Hans Suys 

of Nuremberg (Vente 1958, 205). Further, he was known as Hans Suisse of 

Cologne (1470-c.1544) (Klotz 1969, 217). Crowning his adventures, he 

became – as Hans Suys van Keulen – advisor to Hendrik Niehoff who built 

the large organs in Sint Jan’s Church at Hertogenbosch and at the Oude Kerk 

in Amsterdam about 1539-40 (Vente 1958, 207). 

Sebastian Zwysen – related to Hans Keulen, and of the same Suys-

Zwits family – was also known as Sebastian Moukens. In 1523-27 he 

restored the large organ in St. Sulpitious, Diest, formerly in the Netherlands 

and now located in Belgium. Documented is his addition of a rückpositiv and 

a pedal, with the latter constructed  partly in the rückpositiv and partly in the 

brustpositiv (Vente 1958, 206). 

Another outsider who flourished in Hertogenbosch, Peter Briesger, 

born in Saffig, near Coblenz, became an alderman of Coblenz in 1515. He 

worked along the Rhine and the Moselle Rivers, as well as during 1527-31 in 

Maastricht, Tongres and Munsterbilsen, Netherlands. Moreover, he 

constructed the pipe organ in the Cathedral of Trier (1537-39) (Klotz 1969, 

140). Briesger is credited with introducing novelties into the Netherlands, 

including a variety of flutes, equally with bringing improvements from there 
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to the Rhine area. When renovated in 1534, the organ of St. Florin, Coblenz, 

was to be patterned “after the Brabant kind” (Vente 1958, 206); clearly, this 

constituted a landmark in history of the pipe organ. 

 Last of the group that had been attracted to Hertogenbosch from 

outside regions, Jan van Covelen (1470-1532) worked in Amsterdam from 

1505 until his death in 1532. For part of this time he worked with Hendrik 

Niehoff during the time the latter became the single most prominent organ 

builder of the sixteenth century.  

The Sint Laurenskerk organ in Alkmaar (1511) represents van 

Covelen’s earliest documented work. He constructed it with a slider chest, 

whose construct he imported from his native Koblenz. Most of his 

documented work was launched in the years after he met Hendrik Niehoff. 

Most of his later work incorporated the spring chest, die Springlade, rather 

than the slider type, die Scheiflade (Klotz 1969, 22) whose touch was lighter 

and more sensitive than the former (Williams and Owen “The Organ: 

Construction,” 1984, 841-42). Finally, van Covelen constructed the 

unparalleled organ in the Roman Catholic Cathedral of Jutfass, near Utrecht 

(Vente 1958, 206). 

After 1533 in Hertogenbosch: 

The Chief North Brabant Builders 

Four builders rank among the chief ones that fueled the development 

of the organ in this region. These are the Lampeler van Mill family; the 

Hocque family; Nicholaas Maas; and the incomparable Hendrik Niehoff. Vente 

also credits De Mare and the playing of Sweelinck with promoting the 
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Northern Netherlands organ (1971, 87); however, it is Niehoff and Sweelinck 

whom he credits for founding the Northern German organ and its music 

(1971, 77). 

 Arend Lampeler van Mill and his family were native to Noord Brabant 

(Vente 1971, 248). The name Lampeler derives from a certain “ridge of 

sand” in the village of Wanrooi, near Mill; it is still called “de Lampre” (Vente 

1958, 209). In 1562 Arend established himself on a fashionable street of 

Hertogenbosch. He also worked with his brothers Reinhard, Dirk and Bernt in 

Westphalia. He and Nicolaas Niehoff constructed the monumental organ at 

Cologne; in this city he was called Arnold von der Wick on a deed that was 

dated 1584 (Vente 1958, 209). 

The Hocque family was native to Noord Brabant (Vente, The Organ, 

248), having originated in Grave, a small town located on the Maas River in 

Noord Brabant. Interestingly, organ builders in this family were nicknamed 

Trumpet in their hometown (Vente 1958, 210). Floris, or Florens, Hocque of 

Grave, on the Maas River and his sons Floris II and Nicolaas rank as the most 

prominent representatives of this family (Vente 1958, 79). They built 

Niehoff-like instruments. The elder Floris, active in Grave, Liège, Trèves 

(Trier) and Cologne, spoke Netherlandish, German and French. His chief work 

was the organ of Sint Jan in Hertogenbosch. His son Nicolaas was established 

in Nancy about 1615; from there, he effected the restoration of the huge 

organ in the Rheims Cathedral in 1619. Through Floris, the northern 

Hertogenbosch organ was transplanted to the Rhine valley and from there 

into Westphalia (Vente 1971, 79). 
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Nicolaas Maas, bearing a Netherlandish name, is not confirmed as a 

native Brabantian. However, his organ specifications were decidedly 

Netherlandish. He became a citizen of Stralsund in 1593; in 1600 he was 

appointed organ maker to the Danish court of Copenhagen.    

By far, the single most illustrious name of either Noord or southern 

Brabant is that of Hendrik Niehoff (1490-1561), also spelled Nijhoff (Klinda 

1978, 54), who launched his Hertogenbosch period at the instigation of the 

town fathers in 1533 (Vente 1958, 208). It is he who synthesized the 

disparate forms and practices that he found at Hertogenbosch: among them 

were the older fifteenth century traditions as well as the newer sixteenth 

century developments instituted by Graurok, Suys, Briesger and van Covelen 

(Vente 1958, 206). 

 Niehoff trained with van Covelen from 1518 and rose to become his 

business partner. He influenced the latter to switch from slider to the newer, 

more complicated spring chest that he invented circa 1520 (Vente 1971, 50). 

Moreover, he influenced Van Covelen to construct that which became known 

as an oberwerk, a division located over the great organ; the new oberwerk or 

uberpositiv was installed in Kampen in 1523 and in St. Mary’s Cathedral in 

Utrecht in 1525. Its inception owes much to the presence of reeds having full 

length resonators, for these were too long to fit in the brustwerk within the 

great organ case. Niehoff moved the long reeds to a new chest located over 

the great organ; he also located other pipes there, notably, flutes invented 

about 1500 in southern Germany – Gemshorn, nachthorn and quintaton 

(Vente 1958, 207). Niehoff also originated the name baarpipj – “beautiful-
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sounding pipe” – if not the pipe itself – that later became the vox humana 

(Vente 1971, 32). 

In Amsterdam, Hendrik and his brother Herman, assisted by Hans 

Suys and his son Jaspar Jansz, constructed the large organ in the Oude Kerk 

(1539-45), thus successfully integrating many elements in the expanding 

business of organ construction. Later, in 1544-49, Hendrik and Jaspar 

constructed the smaller organ of the Oude Kerk (Vente 1958, 77). 

Additionally, Hendrik worked in the Low Countries’ provinces of Noord 

Brabant, Zeeland, South and Noord Holland; then, in Hamburg and 

Luneburg. His son Nicholaas became an organmaker and worked in 

Hertogenbosch and along the Rhine, where the latter’s masterpiece became 

the organ of the stellar Cologne Cathedral (1569-73). Nicolas Niehoff moved 

to Germany due to fierce competition among organ builders to attract new 

construction in Hertogenbosch. A second reason proffered is the event of the 

Netherlands turning Calvinist in 1578; from that time, organ playing was 

banned from the Dutch Reformed service (Kratzenstein 1980, 132). Nicolaas’ 

son Jacob Niehoff, the last of his lineage, apprenticed to learn the trade of 

organ building and established himself in Cologne after 1566. Finally, the 

difficulties of the Spanish-Netherlands war in 1566 also greatly hampered life 

in general, together with organ building in particular.    

 In sum, by instituting the spring chest, devising many new stops and 

standardizing his work as a model for other builders to emulate, Hendrik 

Niehoff shaped the construction of organs not only in Noord Brabant and 

northern Germany, but also in southern Brabant and points south; moreover, 
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it is a pervasive sphere of influence that has prevailed through the centuries. 

Thus, he is honored for giving the instrument its essential characteristics that 

still prevail in the modern organ of the twentieth century (Peeters 1971, 10). 

Other Builders: From 1600 

 Within the space of two centuries, the region between Hanover and 

Breslau spawned a great lineage of organ builders: the Gottfried Fritzsche 

(1578-1637) family; the family of Esaias (1560-1617) and Heinrich (1565-

1631) Compenius; Eugenio Casparini (also Gasparini) (1623-1706); the 

Silbermann family; Joachim Wagner (c.1690-c.1750); the Michael Engler 

(1688-1760) family; Zacharias Hildebrandt (1688-1757); the Trost family; 

and Schulze. Of this group, the major ones are three: Arp Schnitger (1648-

1719); Andreas Silbermann (1678-1734); and Gottfried Silbermann (1683-

1753) (Williams and Owen “The Organ: Construction,” 1984, 845). Klotz 

would add Peter Briesger and Hans Scherer (1969, 147). 

First, Schnitger – also spelled Schnitker and Schnittker (Reinburg 

1982, 1) – constructed instruments in a wide region from Zwolle, 

Netherlands to Stettin, Poland and from Flensberg, Denmark to Zellerfeld, 

Germany (Foch 1963, 1915). He elicited praise for his work in Hamburg 

(Stephenson 1956, 1391). Schnitger continued the traditions of Niehoff by 

building large instruments having three or four manuals and a compass of 26 

or 27 true pedals. Moreover, he revolutionized organ building by centralizing 

his production in workshops, a distinct improvement over the prevailing 

tradition in which the builder traveled around to church sites (Andersen  
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1976, 241). Schnitger’s chief centers of organ projects were located in 

Groningen, Netherlands and Bremen and Hamburg, Germany (Reinberg, 

1982, 6-7). His work also extended also into Spain and Portugal (Reinburg 

1982, 41). Although the lowest manual was a short one, his best instruments 

were standardized with a four octave manual compass. Most employed mean 

tone temperament in which the octaves and thirds were tuned true and the 

fifths were narrowed. The tuning pitch extended to nearly one full tone 

higher than the present standard of A = 440. Finally, a Schnitger organ was 

constructed with metal pipes. J. S. Bach admired the IV/60 Scherer-Fritsche-

Schnitger organ in the Jakobikirche in Hamburg (Klotz 1969. 161, 166). 

These organs tend to render chorale preludes with fine nuance (Stolba 1988, 

279). 

The Silbermanns worked in Dresden, Saxony and Alsace. They 

developed a hauptwerk that was solemn and noble-voiced (grave); an 

oberwerk, penetrating (scharf); brustwerk, delicate (lieblich); and pedal, 

dominant or strong (stark/durch dringend) (Klotz 1965, 699). Klotz’ later 

work refers to classical organs in general, rather than those of Silbermann, 

with the terms gross und gravitat (grand and grave); sharf und penetrant 

(sharp and penetrating); delikat und lieblich (delicate and sweetly), 

respectively; and Klotz refrains from updating the pedal description (1969, 

71). Prior to the establishment of his own shop in Freiberg, Gottfried worked 

as a partner with Andreas from 1706-1710. Gottfried later was afforded the 

patronage of the Emperor Frederick the Great. His opus that was constructed 

for the Freiberg Cathedral in 1710-1714 was still extant in 2010; also extant 
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until then is the opus built for the Church of St. Marien in Rotha (1721-22). 

Incredibly, these instruments survived the exigencies of time and war. The 

Silbermann organ is somewhat better designed than a Schnitger one to 

render fantasias, toccatas and fugues (Stolba 1998, 279). 

Finally, we may not pass by without noting that new organs were 

tested and proven by well-paid specialists who were hired to examine their 

construction in minute detail. As early as 1487 an extant document at the 

church of St.-Jacques, Brussels, describes the custom of testing a new organ 

(Visser 1971, 122). At Hertogenbosch, Simon van Coudenborch, town clerk 

and organist of Sint Jan’s, both played, as well as, from 1485, tested organs; 

Jan P. Sweelinck’s father, Peter Swybertsz (Vente 1971, 77), and Sweelink 

himself (1562-1621) also tested them, the latter from 1585 at the age of 

twenty three (Visser 1971, 122-125). During the Baroque period J. S. Bach 

was a highly respected organ tester (Stolba 1998, 279-280). 

 From 1700 various German organ builders flourished, chiefly as 

families. Among these rank: Eugenio Casparini (1623-1706); Michael Engler 

(1688-1760); Joseph Gabler (1700-1771); the Herbst family; Zacharias 

Hildebrandt (1688-1757); Christian Ludwig König (1717-1789); Karl Joseph 

Riepp (1710-1775); Andreas Silbermann (1678-1734), Gottfried Silbermann 

(1683-1747) and Johann Andreas Silbermann (1712-1776); Michael Stumm 

(1683-1747), his sons Phillip (1705-1776) and Heinrich (c. 1715-1788); and 

also the Trost family (Klotz 1969, 148). 
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Registration 

 Let it be acknowledged that the art of registration bears a long 

tradition of being a highly subjective one. Entire volumes have been written 

on the subject. Moreover, as if this state of affairs were not enough to deal 

with, it appears there is no sixteenth century instrument that has avoided 

being subject to restoration, upgrade, repair or changes of some type. Thus, 

it is impossible to assess the precise tonal beauty of an organ constructed in 

this period, but we may conjecture that the sound of a sixteenth-century 

organ was probably excellent (Vente 1958, 215). 

 In addition, sixteenth century organs were constructed with one of 

several temperaments that were either pure meantone or a variant of 

modified meantone; Vogel cites six categories of the latter (1986, 246). The 

standard of Gleichschwebende Temperatur arose to prominence about 1700, 

although not universally accepted at the same time (Edskes 1975, 35); but 

once the latter standard was attained, it was never to be rescinded (Vente 

1958, 215). 

 The original organo pleno, mentioned earlier, had consisted exclusively 

of the foundation tone, octaves and quintes. Experiments with a tierce in the 

sixteenth century led to its abandonment due to its lack of resolution in mean 

tone temperament. Some builders proposed the keyboard standard of double 

semitones in which was proffered, for example, a key for C sharp as well as 

one for D flat (Vente 1971, 23).  

 Vente names three sources for studying the art of registration as it 

was practiced in the sixteenth century. These are: contracts for the building 
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of a new instrument; instructions given to an organist; and regulations given 

for the correct use of stops (1958, 216). 

 Nevertheless, five sets of rules for registration have been researched; 

these emanate from Dresden (1563); Munster (1579); Antwerp (1589); 

Zoutleeuw (1620); and Ghent (1660) (Vente 1958, 217). Within these 

documents is found, among other things, the launching of elements of the 

classical French school. We may summarize their salient dimensions. 

 First, the organo pleno was always played in a serious, even 

ponderous, manner. For this, the diapason 16’ and bourdon 16’, without the 

reeds, were ideal.  

Second, the St. Bavo organ (1597; 1660) in Ghent occupies a unique 

role. As a forerunner of the classical French school of organ construction and 

organ music, it displayed every sort of coloring that French composers of the 

later seventeenth century employed. The St. Bavo installation had been 

constructed using a Carlier instrument as a model; Carlier was a friend of 

Jehan Titelouze, Frenchman extraordinaire. This instrument featured a 

hoofdwerk as well as rugpositief but its pedals were pulldowns (Audsley 

1976, 233-234) and its third manual, a short-compass récit (Vente 1971, 

87). 

Third, sixteenth and seventeenth century instruments were 

constructed to evinced a fantastic tonal color palette. This exotic color 

fantasy surpassed that of modern practice in the twenty-first century.  

Fourth, historic registrational practices would suggest the use of a 

small number of stops at any one time. Preference extended to presenting a 
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variety of sounds, rather than a single robust sound. This encouraged the use 

of more than one instrument in the same church. 

Fifth, the novelty of congregational singing was well established by 

1650 in northern Germany and in the Netherlands, but not in southern 

Germany or in southern Brabant whose influence, again, extended to points 

further south in France, Spain and, to some extent, Italy (Vente 1958, 217). 

Comparision of the Werks of the German and French Schools 

The German and French schools of organ building may be compared 

along four major elements. The differences are presented at this time, rather 

than later, when the classical French school is depicted, due to the fact that 

the differences already prevailed. 

Here, the two schools are cited as those schools resident in the work 

of organ builders located in Noord Brabant and those of southern Brabant, 

respectively. Not all builders were native to Hertogenbosch, native 

Brabantians or native to Germany, yet certain ones will all be called Northern 

or of the North. Similarly, not all builders of southern Brabant were native to 

Hertogenbosch, or of France, Flanders or areas that are now part of modern 

Belgium, yet these will be called southern or of the South.   

Because they differed in ways substantial, we tend to forget that both 

north and south – that is, Germans and French – agreed on three minor 

principles in organ building. We thus contrast major four elements, preceded 

by a comparison of three minor elements. 

 All minor elements prevail in both Germany and France. First, wide 

quint and tierce stops belonged to neither the plein jeu nor to polyphonic 
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music. Second, the 16’ stops were reserved for slow music; the moving lines 

and passage work typical of seventeenth-century music were played on the 

ruckwerk or positiv. Finally, in the last minor element, no reeds appeared in 

the organo pleno, although the French fondness for reeds brought them into 

other divisions of the French organ. These three attributes prevailed in both 

Germany and in France (Peeters 1971, 227). 

 Turning now to the major differences, the first type of difference 

constitutes a dissimilarity in architecture. A second difference is that of tonal 

design. Third, another difference comprises a penchant for the voices of 

discrete pipes that became characteristic of the given school. Fourth, one 

single element represents the sine qua non of Northern organ building, that 

of its powerful independent pedals. Finally, mention is made of other 

Northern groups within the Netherlands with respect to the major 

Netherlandish or German school that centered in Hertogenbosch.       

After 1600, large south Netherlands and French instruments began to 

display a horizontal architectural appearance due to their harboring two short 

divisions, the écho and the récit. Both écho and récit divisions remained 

uncoupled. In the northern Netherlands and in Germany, the manuals were 

comparatively more equal in size and their respective divisions were nearly 

always structured as the rugpositiev first, or spatially lowest, and 

corresponding to the division located behind the organist, followed by a 

second division in the main structure that housed the borstwerk, then a third 

division in the grote werk, with the bovenwerk as the highest division. 

Moreover, each manual coupled to the grote werk, separately, although not 
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to each other; and the rugpositief-grote werk operated by a push coupler, 

while a pull coupler operated the bovenwerk/borstwerk-grote werk coupler 

(Vente 1971, 25). 

Thus, the high, vertical appearance of a large Netherlandish or North 

German organ contrasts with that of the shorter French or Walloon organ. 

Vertically rises the former: its divisions are mounted one atop another. 

Occasionally a kronwerk would appear above the entire instrument. 

Symmetrical twin towers that harbor the pedal pipes stand to either side of 

the main case; typically, one tower launches the note C, while the opposite 

tower launches the note C-sharp and each side continues ascending on 

alternate notes (Klotz 1969, 70). This division of the wind chest supports 

optimum projection of the bass range for greater tonal clarity in both 

homophonic and polyphonic textures (Klotz 1969, 71). Illustrated in figure 5 

below, this instrument has also been called Nordic. The instrument delivers a 

wide dynamic range from ppp to fff. Finally, its sound orientation is back-to-

front (Vente 1971, 154) (Eisenberg 2008). 

By contrast, the classical French organ, to be introduced later in this 

work, has characteristic divisional relationships that are illustrated below in 

figure 6. The classical French organ presents a more horizontal appearance, 

as noted above, in that its two smaller divisions add relatively little to overall 

height. The configuration has been likened to that of a French château. 

Moreover, the pedal pipes stand behind the great organ pipes, thus are not 

visible from the front. Then, the classical French organ presents a front-to-

back orientation. Both the North German and classical French divisional 
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relationships are illustrated in figures 5 and 6, respectively. Together, these 

two figures contrast the relative disposition of divisions (Eisenberg 2008).  
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Moreover, the schools also contrasted in the manner of their 

construction. Northern builders always reserved a manual of its own to the 

plenum that carried the distinctive great organ sound. In the south, unlike 

their northern counterparts, builders filled this chest with other stops as well. 

Northern flutes and reeds, usually played on a separate manual, were 

constructed in a chest of their own. A much smaller compass prevailed in 

the south than the north. This held true even for the largest southern 

instruments. 

Next, the rückpositiv, an invention having originated in the South, 

remained less frequently employed there; unlike the status of the North. 

There, in the North, both the great organ and the rückpositiv offered an 

organo pleno; thus, the North promoted two organi pleni – the principal 

element of beauty in organs both historic and modern – at a time when the 

South scarcely featured one (Vente 1958, 215). Also, the upper positive – 

oberwerk – was never developed in the South due to the latter’s practice of 

mounting flute and reed pipes within the great organ chest. 

 Finally, the last mechanical difference in tonal design is that of the 

organ infrastructure. Noord Brabant remained firmly with the newer spring 

chest from the time of its invention, while southern Brabant mainly continued 

to use the older slider chest. This constitutes the last element of the second 

major difference. 

Moving from the differences in tonal design, we turn now to the 

favorite voices of each school. Here, we proceed in the order of 
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generalizations that describe the instruments of Noord Brabant followed by 

those of southern Brabant. 

We must note the southern fondness for the cornet – the institution 

par excellence of the Flemish and Walloon tradition. Not content with merely 

one, these builders employed four, five or six ranks of cornet, supplemented 

by one or two ranks of the new transverse flute. At no time would the latter 

overtake the former; the cornet was the favored child, as it were, of the 

south. Northern builders, on the other hand, generally did not employ these 

stops. By contrast, the favorite voices of the Northern school promoted the 

baarpijp of regal type, the tierce-cymbale of a very narrow scale and the zink 

8’ in the treble. None of these stops were favored in the south. 

Moreover, the south realigned the cornet, whose large numbers of 

pipes soon marched into a special place of their own and planted themselves 

as a group located just behind the front of the great organ. This group of 

pipes became the mounted cornet that about 1590 gave rise to its 

emplacement within a small chest of its own. This chest became the 

forerunner of the modern French récit division. The récit became as essential 

for producing French ornaments, les agréments (Ferand 1961, 15), of which 

the French were so fond – and whose intricacies were not well delivered on 

the grand orgue – as the pedals that already existed were the favorite part of 

the organ for the Noord Brabantians. 

 The fourth and final element of contrast has been called the sine qua 

non of Northern organ building. For it is none other than the Northern need 

for true organ pedals. Northern practice assigned well-developed pedal 
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divisions with melody stops of its own. From the beginning, these pedal pipes 

were mounted on the chest of the great organ. With the passing of time, 

however, the pedal pipes increased in number and length until they were 

removed from the great organ chest and relocated outside it on either side of 

the main chest. Aesthetically repositioned, they adorned either side of the 

organ with approximately the same size and number. Thus, the symmetrical 

twin pedal towers became a distinguishing feature of the North German 

organ. By contrast, the instruments of the south scarcely featured more than 

a pull-down type of pedal that was played by the left hand in the bass 

register on the manual of the great organ (Vente 1971, 25). 

 Having considered the North-South differences in architecture, tonal 

design, select voices of certain pipes that became characteristic of each 

school and the sine qua non of Northern organ building, its independent 

pedal division, we now contemplate the presence of other Northern groups 

within the Netherlands with respect to the major German school that 

centered in Hertogenbosch. Among these rank four groups: the South 

Netherlands school, the Utrecht group, the Eastern Dutch and the Friso-

Groningen group (Vente 1958, 214).          

 The southern Netherlands school – in an area representing modern 

Belgium – identified with the southern Brabant style of building. The Verrydt 

de Smet family, from Lierre and Brussels, active during 1500-1610, gave 

specifications for organs in Bruges and Ghent; the Mors family, from Lierre 

and Antwerp, both constructed organs and produced organists; they 

operated during 1500-1556 and their specifications include those of Schwerin 
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and Audenarde. Finally, the Langhedul – also Languedeuill (Klotz 1969, 54) – 

family, during 1435-1635, filled a role nearly equal to that of the Niehoffs in 

importance, notably Jan and Matthijs Langhedul who rose to prominence 

during 1579-1610 (Vente 1958, 211). 

 The Utrecht builders flourished from c.1450-1632, chiefly in the center 

of the northern Netherlands that includes Middleburg and Leyden. From circa 

1530 they promoted the style of Henrich Niehoff. Vente cites Cornelis Gerritz 

(also Gerritsz) (d. 1558-1559); Peter de Swart (d. 1500); Dirk de Swart and 

his partner Jacob Jansz (c.1610); and Jan Roose (d. circa 1600) (1958, 212). 

In Utrecht – the city that was called “the Episcopal city” due to its many 

prominent churches (Vente 1958, 213) – organ builders jettisoned the spring 

chest, with which they were familiar, in favor of using the older slider chest. 

Even more curiously, the famed Peter de Swart continued constructing his 

great organ as an undivided mixture – that is, the old blokwerk. He did so, 

even at the end of the sixteenth century after great technological changes 

had ensued (Vente 1958, 214). 

 A third group, the Eastern Netherlanders, located chiefly in Gelderland 

and Overijessel, may also be isolated. These, separated by geography from 

southern Brabant, managed to emulate the latter by constructing organs in 

the South Brabant manner: they situated the great organ in its usual place of 

honor, but filled in its case with flutes and reeds as the South Brabantians 

had done (Vente 1958, 214). Thus, this group aligned with South Brabant 

more than did either Utrecht or Friso-Groningen. The Morlet family (c. 1550-

1700) worked in Zutphen, Arnhem and in the Rhine valley; the Noster family 
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centered in Nymegen (Vente 1958, 212); and the Siegel family (c.1535-

1680) worked in Zwolle and Kampen, Netherlands and in Lemgo, Germany 

(Klotz 1969, 162, 164). 

Finally, a fourth group emerges as equally distinct from Brabant and 

from neighboring groups in the Netherlands. To the Friso-Groningen group, 

working in the northern part of the modern Netherlands and modern 

Germany, belonged Fabian Peterz, Julius Anthony Friese and Johannes 

Gottschalk (Vente 1958, 212). This group distinguished itself by employing 

both spring chests and slider chests. They also paid much attention to the 

pedals and viewed the pedals to be of equal importance as the manuals. In 

this regard, their work more closely resembled that of the Noord Brabantian 

builders than that of their compatriots in either Utrecht or East Netherlands 

(Vente 1958, 214). This summarizes the major differences of the werks of 

the two schools. 

The Noord Brabant Sphere of Influence 

 Musicians recognize that the Netherlands of the sixteenth century 

produced some of the greatest musicians; among their number, a much 

more restricted group of organists and others devoted to promoting the 

tradition of the organ would also recognize the supremacy of organ builders 

and organ culture during this time. We may consider the influence of the 

North Brabant builders to be represented as magnificent organs in the 

cathedrals themselves, thus being an immediate influence; there is also an 

indirect, historical influence (Vente 1971, 238). 
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 First, the strikingly beautiful edifices of the Cathedrals at Cologne, 

Maintz, Munster, Trier (Trèves), Nancy, Metz – and other European cities too 

numerous to name – are all matched by equally majestic pipe organs of the 

Noord Brabant type. They constitute a most direct influence that stemmed 

from the Noord Brabant organ builders. Their legacy is as beautiful and 

animated as it is powerful and enduring. 

 Second, the indirect influence surpasses that of the direct, immediate 

legacy. In this regard, the Netherlandish way of constructing organs was an 

architecture shared with much of the rest of Europe, starting with Germany 

and France. From there, that which had started as a modest experiment in 

Noord Brabant became first a trend, then a standard, finally, it was exported 

to other countries and to North and South America that incorporated the 

Noord Brabant inventions into their own instruments (Vente 1958, 214).  

 Some of these worked in or moved to the Netherlands where they 

constructed instruments of the Noord Brabant school type. Four distinct 

groups harbored this influence that was both received and transmitted: one 

was native to the Rhineland; another, to Hamburg; another, to Westphalia; 

and the last influence, was Jan P. Sweelinck, himself, an institution.  

Of the Rhineland group, we may acknowledge Herman and Ignatius 

Frissche; Hans Goldfuss; Jan van Geldre; Arnold Prynus; Hieronymous 

Ruprecht; Johannes Scholl; Johan Schade; Conrad Steinloh; and Jan Veyt. 

Its most representative work is the massive organ by Hans Goldfuss at Sint 

Laurenskerk in Rotterdam (Vente 1958, 215). 
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 Of the Hamburg group, we may acknowledge Julius and Martin Friese; 

Nicolaas Maas; Fabiaan Petersz; Herman Rodensteen; and the Scherer 

family. All of the former built organs in the manner of the Scherer family; 

and the latter built them after the example of Noord Brabant. The Scherer 

family also worked in Minden, Brake and Lemgo, and parts of Westphalia, a 

region in Germany known for the prevalence of Roman Catholicism. 

Of the Westphalian group, we acknowledge the Lampeler van Mill 

family; the Bader family; and the Slegel family. In this region builders 

preferred to retain the older sixteenth century spring chest until the second 

half of the seventeenth century. The Baders also worked in the Netherlands 

in Zutfphen and in the province of Friesland (Vente 1958, 215). 

 Finally, we acknowledge the students of Sweelinck – die 

Deutscherorgelmacher himself – who shaped the way in which organs were 

built, especially in North Germany (Vente 1958, 215). 
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The Germans: Music 
 

Prior to 1580, organ works remained both short and free of 

registrational change. Cantus firmus stops were employed from 1550. At this 

time the drawstops were located exclusively on the right side (Vente 1958, 

218).  

 After 1580 music composed for the organ gradually waxed longer. The 

rise of the institution of variations suggested either a music materials or a 

manual change between variations. Interestingly, when reeds and flutes were 

installed, their drawstops appeared on the left side; however, those of the 

organo pleno remained firmly entrenched on the right (Vente 1958, 218). 

 Sweelinck (1562-1621), Scheidt (1587-1654), Lübeck (1654-1740) 

and Buxtehude (1637-1707) promoted the north German tradition in the 

larger forms of the toccata, praeludium, fantasie and fugue (Bohringer 1941, 

149). A work espousing five voices would be performed on the manuals and 

double pedal; such works were uncommon until the time of Bach (Bruch 

1979, 25). 

With the passing of time, the religious division instigated by Luther in 

1517 solidified both in Germany and in other parts of Europe (Bridgman, 

1955, 755) as well as impacted the nature of music in Germany and the 

Lowlands. An immense array of stop combinations was possible by the end of 

the sixteenth century, especially in ornate court chapels that may have 
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competed with each other for attaining the greatest opulence (Williams and 

Owen “The Organ: 1450-1800,” 1984, 870). Finally, the prominence of organ 

design of seventeenth-century North Germany tended to dictate musical 

style, a tradition quite contrasting from that of seventeenth-century southern 

Germany and Austria where exactly the opposite occurred (Williams and 

Owen “The Organ: 1450-1800,” 1984, 872). 

 The music of seventeenth-century Germany was chiefly chorale-based 

works and free organ works (Arnold 1984, 62). The tradition developed in 

which organists played choralvorspielen prior to leading the congregation in 

its unison singing; they frequently played or extemporized after the service, 

as well, thus filling an artistic need during a time of few public concerts 

(Kratzenstein 1980, 32). Throughout the Baroque Era Italian influence 

reached northern Germany, although it did not prevail as in southern 

Germany and Austria (Kratzenstein 1980, 32). 

Music – Buxtehude 

The seventeenth century has been called the Golden Age of the Organ. 

In this period, au-courant English form, linked to Italian virtuosity and French 

elegance were grafted onto a German keyboard style that was already 

thriving. The assimilation of foreign genres and techniques also served to 

support the German Lutheran liturgy. The toccata arose as a specialized 

keyboard genre, one that identified – apart from those of Sweelinck – with 

the Italians and South Germans (Dirksen 2007, 29). Finally, German organ 

builders constructed the impressive instruments whose grandeur sparked 

unprecedented interest in organ music during the Baroque period. 
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 Enter Buxtehude. He was also known as “Boxdehude, Buchstehude, 

Buchstaffahuedt, and other names” (Blume 1952, 548). During his career of 

half a century, Dietrich Buxtehude (1637-1707) served in three churches all 

of which bore the name St. Mary’s: Helsingborg, now in Sweden, from 1657-

1660; Elsinor, now in Denmark, 1660-1668; and Lübeck, in Germany, 1668-

1707, the latter for thirty nine years until his death. Neither Buxtehude’s 

autographs nor printed sources are extant; thus, modern editions are copies 

(Bellotti 2007, 30). The most important editions are: the Breitkopf and 

Haertel, edited by Philipp Spitta, 1875-76; the revision of this edition by Max 

Seiffert, for Breitkopf and Haërtel, 1903-1904; a supplementary volume to 

the first-named edition , compiled by Max Seiffert, published by Breitkopf 

and Haërtel, 1939; the edition by Joseph Hedar, published by Wilhelm 

Jansen, Copenhagen, 1952; and the Klaus Beckmann edition, published by 

Breitkopf and Haërtel, 1971-72 (McLean 1980, 38). 

At the time Buxtehude was born, organ manuals were not fully 

standardized; even Niehoff’s majestic instrument in Cologne (1573) and van 

Lampeler’s in Munster (1773-1579) bore manuals of different proportions 

(Vente 1971, 25). Buxtehude entered a world of stylized dance music (c. 

1620) that did not yet include the gigue (c. 1650) nor become standardized 

until the end of the century (c. 1690) (Stolba 1998, 271). Forms in vogue at 

this birth were the ricercar and the canzona: he observed the former become 

the fugue and the latter, the sonata de chiesa. He also experienced the 

established keyboard toccata, theme and variations form and continuous 

variations over an ostinato bass. Moreover, Buxtehude was age seven when 
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Cromwell’s government forced the destruction of organs in 1644 (Sheldrick 

1987, 36). He was age thirteen when Scheidt, the father of German organ 

music, published the Tablaturbuch (1650). Buxtehude inherited the 

seventeenth-century practice of writing music without a key signature 

(Rowell 1984, 193); the modern system of major-minor tonality was not 

universally established until circa 1700 (Kratzenstein 1980, 28). While music 

printing had been instituted from circa 1500 (Stolba 1998, 170), it was not 

universal among all musicians; moreover, as late as 1600 it might 

incorporate centered stems with squares, teardrop-shapes, diamonds or 

other nonstandard notation (Stolba 1998, 233). Music printing that displayed 

the modern oval or rounded note shapes with stems positioned to either the 

right or the left side would not be standardized until about 1700. Most 

seventeenth-century music was composed for local use, not general 

publication (Stolba 1998, 296). Extant samples of incised music printing 

reveal them as a luxury for the nobility and the wealthy; letterpress printing 

and manuscript copying prevailed during most of Buxtehude’s lifetime 

(Stolba 1998, 233). 

 Successively, a host of major composers were born during 

Buxtehude’s productive years: Corelli (1653-1713); Scarlatti (1660-1725); 

Couperin (1668-1733); Vivaldi (1678-1717); Telemann (1681-1767); and J. 

S. Bach (1685-1750). Buxtehude rode the crest of the new chorale prelude 

that became popular in the last quarter of the seventeenth century. During 

this same period, Purcell’s Dido and Aeneas (1689) was produced. Finally, 

after the death of Buxtehude, the city of Hamburg alone lost 12,000 citizens 
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to the bubonic plague in 1712 (Reinburg 1982, 40). Moreover, Buxtehude did 

not live to see, for example, either the advent of universal equal 

temperament (c. 1735) (Stolba 1998, 271), a major musical landmark, nor 

Handel’s Messiah (first done in 1742; accepted in London, 1750), a second 

major musical landmark (Stolba 1998, 323). 

There, in Lübeck, Buxtehude rose to fame. Both Bach and Handel 

heard his concerts. The organist at Lübeck occupied a prestigious position in 

prosperous northern Hanseatic Germany. Attached to it was the position of 

Werkmeister for which he earned 700 Lübeck marks per year as 

administrator plus another 180 Lübeck marks per year as treasurer. His 

salary approached that of the pastor and nearly doubled his previous salary 

(Snyder “Buxtehude’s Organs,” 1987, 77). Here, Buxtehude revitalized the 

institution of the Abendmusik (Blume 1952, 553) with oratorios, cantatas, 

organ recitals and chamber concerts (Arnold 1984, 286) in an era when 

public concerts had not yet become popular (Stolba 1998, 328). On May 4, 

1706 – at age 69 – Buxtehude successfully petitioned his employer to permit 

“one of his daughters” to succeed him upon his demise (Schweitzer 1966, 

75). However, before Buxtehude’s death, he gained a son-in-law, Johann 

Christian Schiefferdecker (1679-1732) who was previously employed by the 

Hamburg opera as an accompanist (Snyder, Dietrich Buxtehude, 1987, 196). 

The latter succeeded Buxtehude by marrying his daughter Anna Margretha 

(Mohr 1956, 557), thus continuing the prevailing tradition of “marrying” the 

position of organist. The Hamburg opera had opened on January 2, 1678; 

although originally dedicated to religious themes, it became known for its 
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“coarseness and tastelessness” and it survived only to 1750 (Schweitzer 

1966, 85). Lacking his father-in-law’s musical stature – and eschewing 

Buxtehude’s music itself – Schiefferdecker wrote an annual oratorio in five 

parts for the Abendmusiken by turning to Hamburg musical models for 

emulation (Schweitzer 1966, 89).  

 Buxtehude played both St. Mary’s organs: the larger, III/52 organ – to 

use more recent nomenclature – hung on the west wall of the central nave; 

the smaller one, a III/40 instrument, occupied the east wall of the chapel. 

The larger instrument occupied the location that Andersen preferred for 

larger Netherlandish and North German instruments for which he furnished 

two reasons: no other location could accommodate such a large, heavy 

instrument; and this location was ideal for the accompaniment of 

congregational singing (1976, 252). The chapel acquired the name Totentanz 

after artist Bernt Notke painted its famous mural depicting the dance of 

death. We can imagine Buxtehude pondering which organ to play for a given 

event. We can imagine the lessons that he gave the young J. S. Bach on the 

smaller instrument – surely Bach progressed to the larger organ, as well – 

lessons of a calibre for which Bach was loath to return home. The smaller 

organ then consisted of a hauptwerk, a rückpositiv and massive North 

German pedals – more exalted pedals than even those of the prestigious 

Jakobikirche in Hamburg. Finally, we can imagine the grandeur of the 

weddings and funerals that must have graced this chapel: the solemnity of 

the event, with Buxtehude – the greatest musical figure in German music 

between Schutz and Bach (Webber, 1; Schweitzer, 46) or Walther and Bach 
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(Blume 1952, 555), to whom both Bach and Handel had traveled at length to 

hear his concerts – playing and improvising on this organ, all under the 

presence of living art history that danced around the walls. Traditionally, in 

deference to the second coming of Christ at the end of the world, no organ 

adorned the east wall of European cathedrals. Thus, we find many of them 

located in the west end, even those that obscure quintessentially beautiful, 

roseate stained glass windows. Verily, even in its smaller organ, St. Mary’s in 

Lübeck, if controversial, was stellar. 

 Neither Lübeck instrument was tuned to equal temperament: the 

larger one attained this status in 1782, the smaller, in 1805 – well after 

Buxtehude’s demise. Buxtehude played them at a time when they were 

probably tuned in an undefined quarter-comma meantone (Snyder 

“Buxtehude’s Organs” 1987, 79). Some of his organ music plays well in equal 

temperament; however, other works – such as the Praeludia in F Sharp 

Minor, BuxWV 146 – do not. Buxtehude may have enjoyed equal 

temperament, or the fruits of experimentation in creating a sound similar to 

equal temperament, from as early as 1683 (Snyder “Buxtehude’s Organs,” 

1987, 79) and composed the latter music to celebrate the occasion (Snyder 

“Buxtehude’s Organs” 1987, 80). We must remember that thorough bass 

prevailed from 1600-1750 (Ferand 1961, 81), which includes Buxtehude’s 

lifespan; also prevailing were manieren (ornaments) that were either 

wesentlich (essential), such as the trill and the mordent, or willkurlich 

(arbitrary) that were of changeable nature and were introduced preemptorily 

by an individual singer or player (Ferand 1961, 15). 
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It is Snyder who asserts that beyond doubt the organs Buxtehude 

played shaped the music he composed for them (“Buxtehude’s Organs” 

1987, 75). Moreover, on the organs of Lübeck was played some of the most 

brilliant organ music of the seventeenth century – a century in which organ 

music, as well as instrumental music, proliferated (Stolba 1998,286). 

Buxtehude’s organ compositions attain the highest musical 

embodiment of North German organ music during the zenith of its 

development. A line of influence has been traced from Heinrich Scheidemann 

(1595-1663), also spelled “SchiedeMann” (Blume 1952, 550) to Frans Tunder 

(1614-1667) to Dietrich Buxtehude, and beyond this musical figure, to J. S. 

Bach (Visser 1971, 168). Buxtehude, as Tunder’s successor at Lübeck, 

became Bach’s best known predecessor (Snyder “Buxtehude’s Organs” 1987, 

77) and has been called the father of “the German organ toccata” 

(Schweitzer 1966, 46). Impossible it is to contemplate Buxtehude without 

also being mindful of Bach. Bach was familiar with Buxtehude’s music (Blume 

1952, 568). For example, Buxtehude’s organ and harpsichord compositions 

were usually written in traditional German tablature; even the masterful 

praeludia for which he is best known fit two-staves, the ordinary practice of 

the period. Bach, on the other hand, knew of the tradition of German 

tablature, from Ammerbach’s Orgel oder Instrument Tablatur (Leipzig, 

1571), but – unlike Buxtehude – he worked with the newer four-stave score 

that characterized Frescobaldi’s Fiori Musicale (Venice, 1635) and the three-

stave organ score found in de Grigny’s Premiere Livre d’Orgue (Paris, 1699) 

(Ponsford 2007, 61). 
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While Buxtehude’s chief keyboard music is categorized as praeludia, 

canzona, fugues, chorales, suites and secular music, it is his organ music – 

especially the praeludia – that constitutes the heart of his work (Arnold 1984, 

287). Some of these he labeled toccata or praeambulum, although typically 

not praeludium und fuga. Structurally, the praeludia build on the principle of 

alternation of a fugue with sections of free, quasi-improvisatory and idiomatic 

keyboard writing. They harbor one to three fugues that display a variety of 

styles and contrapuntal devices. He launched the fugue, each one 

surrounded by a free section of highly imaginative and artistic character and 

then later returned to the fugue within the same piece. Thus, Buxtehude’s 

work spans a compendium of Baroque writing: from imitative counterpoint 

and fugato subsections to rapid semi- and demisemiquaver arpeggios and 

virtuosic harmonic excursions, to chordal homophony and extensive pedal 

points (Snyder “Buxtehude” 2001, 700) (Belotti 1995, 235-236). 

Buxtehude’s legacy is rich. 
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The Germans: Technique 
 

 The selected representative work for the North German school is the 

Praeludium in G Minor, BuxWV 149, a multi-sectional work bearing two 

fugalsections supplemented by an array of less formal writing. In reviewing 

Owen’s Registration of Baroque Organ Music, Archbold does not shy away 

from controversy; instead, he promotes two technical concepts that have 

provoked discussion on both sides of the German contrapuntal-classical 

French dichotomy (1995, 77).  First, this author agrees with his first point 

that it is important to treat the “orchestral organ” without bias. Second, 

scholars who have suggested how to register seventeenth-century north 

German organ music have operated in a manner noticeably unsupported by 

extant documents; yet, Harald Vogel, director of the North German Organ 

Academy, has impacted current thinking on this subject in a manner that is 

accepted by most theorists and practitioners as the present standard of 

excellence (Archbold 1995, 77). 

Neither this work nor much of any other of Buxtehude’s music has 

survived except as a copy (Belotti 2007, 30). Moreover, his chronology has 

yet to be established definitively. Of the four Praeludia, each in G minor, in 

V.2 of the Wilhelm Hansen edition (1952), number twenty-four (Buxtehude c. 

1701, 134-143) is chosen for study. The chosen publication furnishes no 

BuxWV number. The five sections of this three-part form incorporate a 
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toccata-like prelude and an 8/4 fugue in the first part; an allegro middle 

part; and a concluding 3/2 largo fugue to which is appended, starting at 

measure 145, a free-form, toccata-like conclusion. Nicolas Bruhns (1665-

1697), a student of Buxtehude, modeled his own praeludia after those of his 

teacher (McLean 1980, 492). We should understand the plan of the fugue 

before attempting to perform it (Schweitzer 1966, 306). Holman considers 

there are two groups of Buxtehude artists: mature ones, such as Helmut 

Wallcha (1907-1991), Walter Kraft (1905-1977) and Lionel Rugg (1936-    ) 

who deliver metronomic rhythm and consistent articulation, and younger 

ones such as Harald Vogel (1941-    ) and Ton Koopman (1944-    ). The 

latter interpret along early music specialist lines (2007, 385). 

 Buxtehude launches the work with manual flourishes, depicted in 

figure 7; in measures 7-9 they develop a new figure that becomes variations 

on a chaconne bass. Concluding the first theme, Buxtehude repeats the 

second half of the ostinato bass figure as a brief pedal solo. 

 Figure 8 presents the first fugue. Writing in an elegant style, 

Buxtehude slows the tempo by changing the note values and emphasizes the 

melodic line by creating a sparse texture. He launches the iterations in 

soprano, alto, tenor and bass voices, illustrated in measures 21, 24, 27 and 

31, respectively. The alto and bass iterations are crafted more artistically 

than those of soprano and tenor. After a rich interweaving of motifs, first in 

the manuals alone, he skillfully introduces a dominating pedal statement of 

the same three-measure melody with which he opened the fugue. Concluding 

the first section, in measures 50-54, given in figure 9, is a majestic cadence 
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on the dominant.  Such a cadence would have created a beautiful 

reverberation in either the Lübeck church or the Totentanz chapel.      

                        

Figure 7 
 

Praeludium in G Minor, mm. 1-9
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Figure 8 
 

Praeludium in G Minor, mm. 21-37 
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 The middle allegro section, measures 55-77, in figures 10 and 11, 

poses select interesting challenges. The formerly slow-moving pedal division 

enlivens the music with its north German vitality. It may be suggested that 

only Buxtehude could have written the pedal line, especially the sixteenth- 

notes in measures 68-71, for which he reduces the texture to emphasize the 

bass with clarity. Measure 55 initiates a new reed section that remains in the 

tonic; musically, this section suggests the written-out realization of a walking 

bass continuo. The key change on the downbeat of measure 57 would have 

sounded differently on the mean-tone or modified mean-tone instruments of 

Buxtehude’s era. We may savor the “Buxtehudian” moment. 

 This section ushers in a new harmonic and melodic cadential figure 

that commences in the vivacious pedals and jumps across the staves to the 

treble manual. Moreover, this figure introduces sixteenth notes in both the 

pedal division and the soprano manual, respectively. It easily dominates as a 

solo in either voice, bass or soprano, thus, once again changing the texture 

from that of the allegro section that started earlier in measure 55. The notes 

on the beats form an ascending scale – a variation of the original ostinato 

bass – first located in the bass voice, in measures 68-70, then in the 

soprano, in measures 73-75. These relationships are depicted in figures 10 

and 11. 
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Figure 9 
 

Praeludium in G Minor, mm. 38-54 
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Figure 10 

 
Praeludium in G Minor, mm. 55-72 
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Figure 11 

 
Praeludium in G Minor, mm. 73-91 
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Commencing the third sction is the largo, shown in figures 11 through 

13. The fugal subject that extends for four measures enters in the order of 

soprano, alto, tenor and bass, at measures 78, 82, 86 and 90, respectively. 

These relationships are illustrated in figure 11. The second fugue is presented 

in slow triple time. It contrasts with the earlier sections; however, we attain 

this contrast by the musical means that Buxtehude wrote and by a change of 

manual, as Buxtehude would have done, rather than a change of registration 

that is currently done in the twenty-first century. In the early eighteenth 

century, when calcants suppplied air to the bellows, it still required much 

physical energy to play the pipe organ; moreover, due to the way the pipe 

organ was constructed, a musical change still consisted – in Buxtehude’s era 

– of a change of texture, dynamic, register (of the musical notes) or manual. 

The music of the largo develops continuously and Buxtehude refrains 

from using non-thematic episodes. Again, in measures 119-123, figure 12, 

the pedal predominates. We ponder the meantone sound of the flat sixth 

chord on the downbeat of measure 126; clearly, even in bland equal 

temperament – the most widely used standard in 2010 – it is a special 

moment. The sound is that of two open fifths in bitonality. Buxtehude thus 

employs a key change without preparation. This method of composition was 

bold and experimental, particularly during the late seventeenth and early 

eighteenth centuries. In time, we would attach the same label to Beethoven 

when he, too, changed key abruptly, and to twentieth-century composers.  

As if to amend to for his musical transgression, Buxtehude promptly employs 

traditional techniques of pedal point and cadential-sounding harmonies.  
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Figure 12 
 

Praeludium in G. Minor, mm. 113-133 
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Figure 13 
 

Praeludium in G Minor, mm. 134-146 
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Following the second fugue, measure 140, in figure 13, commences a 

third section of freely-developed music. At the end, from measure 151, in 

figure 14, the music remains in minor key and becomes a series of flourishes 

of brilliant character. The final cadence assumes toccata-like proportions. 

Punctuating the end of this cadence is a secondary dominant and a carefully 

measured trill that concludes with a Picardy third on the ultimate chord. 

We now launch consideration of technique with matters generic to all 

organ music. At the console, registrations are typically chosen in advance. A 

trained organist recognizes that no established precedents exist: each organ 

has its own sound; each church or auditorium has its own acoustics; even 

each instrument carries different ways of combining or contrasting 

registration. There is also the matter of finding modern equivalent stops.  

 Interestingly, from mid-sixteenth century harmonies could be played 

on the pedals alone. But the thumbs were not used (Stolba 1998, 217). 

Compositions of the late seventeenth century may be marked organo pleno, 

mixtures, principals, or reed stops. We may note that the words organo 

pleno that may appear on certain manuscripts should be employed with 

caution on a twentieth-century instrument due to the music sounding much 

louder on the modern instrument (Schweitzer 1966, 298). We now treat 

issues of organ technique with reference to the selected music.  

First, those having limited time in which to learn the music – and those 

of more moderate ability – may wish to begin learning the work by starting 

with its more structured sections. Then, imitation in the fugal sections must 

begin and remain clear, focused and pellucid. Next, the opening manual work 
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may be learned by the close of studying this music; at that time the opening 

may be endowed with the lively stylus phantasticus that is characteristic of 

the north Germans. Also, a skilled performer will pay attention to the 

transition by which the music flows into the chaconne. Even as the flashy 

opening delights us, we are rather surprised by the delayed ground bass 

entrance. A marvelous shaping of the opening lines will foreshadow the 

masterful interpretation that follows. 
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Figure 14 
 

Praeludium in G Minor, mm. 147-159 
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 Second, the large-scale praeludia of Buxtehude evoke the plenum. The 

entrance of the chaconne bass should reflect the majesty of the powerful 

north German pedals. We may conceive of an aesthetic ideal in which the 

pedals convey the ponderous weight of the centuries, especially in the 

gossamer-thin texture of the first iteration. Buxtehude inherited the 

traditional pedal role of either harmonic support or a vehicle for the cantus 

firmus; however, he not only empowered his pedal music as an equal partner 

in the music on the same level as the other voices, but also drove the pedals 

to virtuosity. The bass voice, at least in this passage, is submitted as the 

single most crucial one of the work; it constitutes the underpinnings of the 

entire musical architecture that Buxtehude built into this work whose 

sumptuous texture begins with the bass voice. Once the pedal prominence is 

attained, the variation form invites a new registration or new color at each 

iteration. The entire fugue may then shine in contrapuntal splendor.  

Third, in the new section we change both registration and manual to 

convey the reed passages. Here, we recall that the brustwerk division can 

sound rather muffled in relation to the hauptwerk. We also do well to 

remember the reeds that were available to Buxtehude and to select them, 

when possible. The bass continuo should assert its voice, balance the melodic 

reeds and not overwhelm them. Mindful of historicity, the performer who 

performs a work from this era may wish to check the pedal voice against the 

pedal compass that was available to Buxtehude, as well as the stop 

combinations that must translate to modern instruments, since a more 

authentic performance is likely when the cherished musical tradition is 
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respected – to the extent that is possible. Another transition occurs in the 

closing cadence. It appears better to learn the virtuosic cadence in its 

entirety – complete with its toccata-like qualities – than to separate the latter 

for pedagogical purposes, only to reintegrate all elements later. Similarly, if 

ability permits, it is optimal to approach both pedal solo and manual together 

as Beck recommended (1954, 55). Also, both harmonic and melodic 

elements of the cadential figure should be fully voiced, but permit slightly 

greater weight to those of the melodic voice. Finally, we aspire to good 

ensemble in the reed passage, notably the synthesis of its final cadence. 

 Fourth, the second fugue differs sharply in concept and thematic 

materials from that of the first fugue. We should match the precision with 

which Buxtehude wrote by a delivery that is equally precise. The slow triple 

time should be practiced until it becomes natural. Each development 

suggests the addition or subtraction of another stop or a slight change in 

coloring for optimum artistry.   

 Finally, the rückpositiv or brustpositiv – not the hauptwerk – will best 

articulate the trills that are so carefully, even meticulously, inscribed. On a 

German instrument, a trill is a dangerous commodity, even when written out 

as Buxtehude did. Then, the flourishes of brilliant character that mark the 

end of the work may be shaped to reflect the opening ones. Thus, the music 

closes in a manner displayed at the opening as stylus phantasticus, a style 

also found in other works, such as his D minor toccata.    

In sum, this major work of the golden age of the organ spans the 

gamut from the passion and spontaneity that is usually linked to Romantic 
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music, to crystal-clear polyphony that marches crisply and eloquently across 

the centuries.  

Let the performer remember a trilogy of advice: to work adroitly from 

a close relationship between the organist and the instrument; to play in a 

manner equally comfortable with both the dramatic style of larger resources 

as well as the intimacy of the free passages; and to bring to bear all 

profound knowledge of music on its aesthetic interpretation. Then, 

Buxtehude himself would be proud. Totentanz, indeed. 

 This, then, closes the consideration of select attributes of the 

construction, music and technique that were employed in the eminent North 

German organ school. We turn now to the rise of the classical French school 

and examine the same three attributes, organ construction, organ music and 

organ technique, together with a representative composer of the classical 

French school and selected music. 
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The French: Construction 
 
 

Even as the organ became in northern parts of Europe a precise 

polyphonic instrument that inspired Bach, it developed differently as a 

coloristic orchestral instrument in France and Spain and inspired the works of 

many generations of French Classical masters. Thus, from an historical 

perspective, it was the southern tradition that prevailed in France. Today, as 

we contemplate the clear polyphonic texture of the North German 

instruments that is so vastly different from the color-conscious scheme that 

became a French standard for more than one century, it is difficult for us to 

believe that these two schools of organ building developed from the same 

source. Nevertheless, both these contrasting concepts evolved and the one 

linked to Paris is the one that set the standard for the rest of France. As 

noted earlier, in the early fifteenth century the divergence in tonal practices 

of the two schools was already predictable. 

We have already studied the great flowering of organ culture in the 

low countries and in Germany during the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries. Further, we noted how the seeds of tonal division between the two 

chief schools were sown as early as 1520. 

In the first half of the seventeenth century the musical tradition in 

France was divided into two schools, chiefly geographically. Netherlandish 
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influence prevailed in northern France, while Italian influence prevailed in 

points southern. 

In the northern tradition, both Titelouze and Sweelinck played virtually 

the same plenum. Moreover, the cornet – that favored child of France, as it 

were – originated not in France, but in the Netherlands and was launched by 

the new organ in Antwerp (1565). Finally, both Praetorius’ (1571-1721) 

Musae Sioniae (1605-1610) and Syntagma Musica (1614-1618) as well as 

Mersenne’s Harmonie Universelle (1636) reflected an organ culture that was 

distinctly northern, or German, in character (Williams and Owen 1984, 873). 

Moreover, the northern tradition extended to Scandanavia, where organs, 

such as those in Soderköping, Norrköping and Norra Solberga, Sweden, more 

closely resembled their German than French counterparts (Erici 1965, 128, 

129, 189). A certain color consciousness emerged as the distinguishing 

characteristic of the classical French organ; consequently, the music created 

for it reflected this attribute. 

The French retained the tonal architecture of the northern tradition:  

that is, each corresponding werk was constructed having a given pitch 

characteristically measured by the pedal that began at 16’, the hauptwerk 

principal at 8’, the rückpositiv at 4' and the brustwerk division at 2'. In 

smaller instruments, the pedal began at 8’ and the other relationships 

remained proportional. In addition to pitch, the type of construction used for 

the pipes was calculated to give not only the greatest contrast between the 

divisions, but also the greatest homogeneity within. Thus, ideally suited to 

each other were the polyphonic texture of the music and the clear tonal 
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texture of the instruments for which it was written. It has been said, “While 

polyphony reigned, the organ was King” (Phelps 2005). In this manner the 

individuality of each division was as completely developed as possible. In the 

north, the goal started with clarity and transparency of tone on each single 

manual, while reserving contrast and balance in ensemble effects to the 

changing from one manual to another (Schweitzer 1966, 297).  

However, the French divergence asserted itself: as true as it is that the 

French organ shared some of the same tonal principles so well established in 

the low countries and in northern Germany, it is equally true that the 

differences between the two styles are more readily visible as well as rank 

more important than their similarities. Gierveld asserts plainly that the 

French owe the development of the grand orgue to the south Brabant 

builders (1981, 8). 

Both schools employed reeds to create color contrasts between the 

divisions of the organ. The two chief groups of reeds, the trompetes (French: 

trompettes) and the krummhorn (French: cromornes) were both established 

by the seventeenth century; moreover, the practice essentially prevailed in 

both schools of assigning the trompete to the hoofdwerk (hauptwerk or great 

organ) and the krummhorn to the positiv. 

By the time south Brabant builder Matthijs Langhedul constructed the 

new installation for St. Gervais in Paris (1601), the practice was established 

of installing both an 8' trompete on the great and an 8’cromorne on the 

positiv – the former also sporting a 4' clairon, of similar construction and 

character, but one octave higher in pitch (Vente 1971, 87). Matthijs was the 
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son of the illustrious, well-connected Jan Langhedul, whose tombstone cited 

the latter for being “Organbuilder and Organist to the King of France in his 

city of Paris” (Vente 1971, 87). 

Yet the principal builder of the French Renaissance organ is not Jan, 

but his son Matthijs; for standardizing a given type of instrument, Matthijs 

has even been elevated to the role of founder of the seventeenth-century 

Baroque organ style in the southern Netherlands (Potvlieghe 1971, 185). 

Because St. Gervais, whose stop list is given below in Figure 15 (Phelps 

2005), dominated the French social and cultural environment as the single 

most prominent church where many generations of the Couperin family were 

successively organists, the St. Gervais type of organ—virtually without 

exception —became the sine qua non organ in France that prevailed for the 

next two centuries (Phelps, 2005). 

 
  Stop List of the Organ in St. Gervais, Paris, by Matthijs Langhedul (1601) 

 
 

       GRAND ORGUE (45 notes) POSITIF (45 notes) 
 
 
       16' Montre   8' Bourdon 
 8' Montre   4' Montre 
 8' Bourdon   2' Doublette 
 4' Flûte ouverte  1' Flageolet 
 4' Flûte bouchée  Fourniture III 
 2' Doublette   Cymbale III 
 2' Flûte a neuf trous 8' Cromorne 
 2 2/3' Nazard 
 1' Flageolet                   
 Fourniture III  PEDALE (9 notes) 
   Cymbale III   8' Flûte    
   Cornet V (25 notes)  and 
 8' Trompette   Fixed coupler to 
    4' Clairon   Grand Orgue 
 
 

Figure 15 
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However, the regals that were so popular in northern Germany and 

England were never much admired in France. While initially slow to embrace 

reeds, especially on the great organ, the northern builders eventually 

developed many diverse shapes for the reed pipe resonators. Groups of short 

length reeds – regals or schnarrwerk – first appeared, then became 

characteristic of northern Renaissance organs by the beginning of the 

seventeenth century; after this, they prevailed in the eighteenth and for 

most of the nineteenth century. In spite of the profusion, French builders 

employed only the trompette, cromorne and voix humaine until late in the 

eighteenth century. At this time, we find derivatives of these three basic 

types, such as the 8' basson-clarinette on the positif and the 8' hautbois of 

the récit on Clicquot’s restoration of the St. Gervais organ (1768).  

One of the differences in the continuum of the north-south dichotomy 

was that of the tierce. During the Renaissance, the tierce had not formed 

part of the great blokwerk. About 1650 the French acquired a distinct liking 

for tierces, as both narrow- and wide-scaled tierces proliferated: one early 

narrow-scale example is that of St. Nicholas-des-Champs (1618); one early 

wide-scaled is that of St. Jacques-de-la-Boucherie (1631) (Williams and 

Owen 1984, 873).  

Moreover, the prevalence of tierces fueled a movement toward 

mutation color. The prevalence of color became a sine-qua-non in the French 

classical organ. No less than Mersenne himself employed tierces on both the  

plein jeu and in solo combinations. 
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The Classical French Organ 

The classical French organ attained its status about 1650. From this 

time, the quantity of published Livres d’orgue would attest to a distinctly 

unified organ school, as it were. Those of Nivers, Lebègue, Raison, Boyvin, 

Couperin, de Grigny and Clérambault (Rowell 1984, 3) would arise and 

emplace themselves collectively in the annals of French history. From that of 

Nivers (1665), and others through the late seventeenth century, they also 

attest to the quality of presenting a well-defined Parisian idiom that emerged 

free of non-French influences of both past and present. Thus, the classical 

French school dated from about 1650 to a generally accepted date of 1750. 

We herein acknowledge the lack of relationship to the Classical Period of 

music; rather, the French preferred the term “classical” to denote this era of 

French organ music history, thus French preference is employed. 

In construction, the French classical organ differed markedly from the 

German contrapuntal organ in that the former retained its blokwerk structure 

for a much longer period of time. Northern builders had applied individual 

stop action first to the positiv division, rather than to the great blokwerk. 

However, southern builders applied stop action first to the great organ. Thus, 

we find that in the largest French instruments, even by the time of the 

French Revolution, the positiv still had virtually half as many stops as the 

great.  Additionally, the French organ further developed as a balanced 

structure: the mechanism was suspended from its windchest, with trackers 

traversing a straight line that turned only twice from the keys to the pallet 

box that was located in a higher vertical plane than the keys. The positiv that 
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remained located behind the organist could not support the same 

arrangement, at least, in maintaining such a straight line that both permitted 

and required a one-to-one correspondence with the keys on the manual. The 

French builders fitted the positiv stickers to a lever that raised the pallet that 

was located over the channel-end. This type of construction was at once 

simple and remarkably easy to play; it certainly required much less exertion 

than it took to play the four full-sized, separate manuals and divisions of the 

German contrapuntal organ (Andersen 1976, 77).  

Early in the seventeenth century, French organ builders originated two 

new, short-compass manuals designed to deliver music of solo nature. First 

to develop was the forerunner of the récit, an attenuated 25-note manual 

and separate division devoted exclusively to the cornet. The récit 

corresponded to the German oberwerk (Klotz 1969, 158). The French 

fondness for the cornet translated to the institution of its installment in 

multiple ranks with a separate windchest. One of the earliest instruments of 

this type was located in St. Severius, in Paris (1610).  

Next to develop was the forerunner of the écho manual and separate 

division that corresponded to the German brustwerk (Klotz 1969, 158). At 

this time the newly-developed cornet windchest was moved spatially to a 

location below the hauptwerk – named grand orgue by the French.  

Typically, for the écho, which creates a distant sound, a French builder 

added more ranks and an even shorter manual than that of the récit. In 1625 

Alexandre Thierry rebuilt the St. Gervais organ (figure 16) that incorporated 

an écho manual and a cornet séparé as the third and fourth manuals, 
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respectively: he enlarged the instrument by two new divisions and new 

stops, such as the larigot and voix humaine (Gleason 1962, 234-235). 

 
  Stop List of St. Gervais, Paris, rebuilt by A. Thierry (1625) 
  
       POSITIF (C, D-c3)  
 8’ Montre  8’ Bourdon  8’ Cromorne 
 2‘ Doublette  4’ Flûte 
 Fourniture 3 ranks Nazard 2 2/3’ 
 Cymbale 3 ranks Tierce 1 3/5’ 
    Larigot 1 1/3’  
 
 
 GRAND ORGUE (C, D-c3) 
 16’ Montre  16’ Bourdon        8’ Trompete 
 8’ Montre  8’ Bourdon        4’ Clarion 
 4’ Prestant  4’ Flûte        8’ Voix Humaine 
 2’ Doublette  Grosse Tierce 3 1/5 
 Fourniture 3 ranks Nazard 2 2/3 
 Cymbale 3 ranks Tierce 1 3/5 
          Cornet (C1-c3 
  
 ÉCHO ORGUE (c1-c3) 
 Cornet    8’ Cromorne 
 Cymbale 
 
 CORNET SÉPARÉ (c1-c3) 
 Cornet séparé 
 
 
 PEDALE (A, c, d-e1) 
 8’  Flûte  8’ Trompete 
 4’ Flûte 
 

Figure 16 
 
 

Thus, after 1650 a large French organ standardized as two full-sized 

manuals, grand orgue and positiv, corresponding to the hauptwerk and 

rückpositiv, respectively, that provided contrasting sound, and two half-sized 

manuals for right-hand solo music, the clavier de récit and the clavier d’écho 

(Flade 1973, 62; Williams and Owen 1984, 873) that corresponded to the 

German oberwerk and brustwerk (Klotz 1969, 158), respectively. The récit 

and écho manuals were linked inextricably to not only select liturgical church 
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music, but also to the fashionable monodic récit dramatique of the popular 

French ballet. From 1590 Couperin Le Grand played the organ whose stop list 

is given in figure 18 (Phelps 2005); with its cornet séparé, tierce and larigot, 

it is a fine example of a French instrument typical of the period. To illustrate 

how far distant the classical French organ had traveled from its northern 

origins, we may contrast it with a stop list from a representative German 

contrapuntal organ from about the same year that is shown immediately 

before, in figure 17 (Phelps 2005) with sesquialtera II and rauschpfeiffe II. 

Certain French composers of organ music who worked along a given 

timeline inherited a newly-developed, standardized instrument that emerged 

very closely related to the music of its period. Among these rank Nicolas 

Lebègue, Nicolas de Grigny, André Raison and François Couperin (Williams 

and Owen 1984, 873). For example, the grand jeu was formed in the same 

manner – first, in Paris, followed by the rest of the country – by drawing a 

standardized combination of reeds, the cornet, prestant 4’ and, of course, 

tierces. Within this combination, the reeds sustained both volume and 

brilliance. The cornet enhanced the slender reed trebles; the prestant 4’ 

enlarged the fundamental tone without unduly draining the wind supply or 

intruding with any forward 8’ flue sound; and the tierces engaged certain 

overtones of desired prominence. This registration proved ideal for playing 

fugues. It must be noted, however, that during 1650-1750 the sound of 

fugues played on the French tonal architecture differed substantially from the 

sound of fugues played on the German contrapuntal instrument (Owen and 

Williams 2001, 603). 
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Organ in Neuenfelde, Germany, by Arp Schnitger (1688) 
 

 
       HAUPTWERK  RÜCKPOSITIV  PEDAL  
 
 16' Quintatön   8' Gedackt  16' Principal 

 8' Principal  8' Quintatön  8' Octave 

 8' Rohrflûte  4' Principal  4' Octave 

 4' Octave  4' Blockflûte         4' Flûte 

 4' Spitzflûte  2 2/3' Quintflûte 2' Nachthorn 

 2 2/3' Nasat  2' Octave            Rauschpfeife II 

 2' Octave  1 1/3' Sifflöte Mixtur V 

 2' Spitzflöte  Sesquialtera II 16' Posaune 

 Rauschpfeife II Terzian II  8' Trompete 

 Mixtur V-VI  Scharff IV-V  2' Cornett 

 Cimbel III  8' Krummhorn 

 8' Trompete  8' Vox Humana 

 

Figure 17 

 

 

 The Organ in St. Gervais, Paris (1690) 

 

 GRAND ORGUE  POSITIF  ECHO 
 
 16'Montre  8'Bourdon  8' Bourdon 

 16'Bourdon  4'Montre  4' Flûte 

 8'Montre  4'Flûte   2 2/3' Nazard 

 8'Bourdon  2 2/3'Nazard  2' Doublette 

 4'Prestant  2'Doublette  1 3/5' Tierce 

 4' Flûte  1 3/5'Tierce  Cymbale III 

 2 2/3' Nazard  1 1/3'Larigot  8' Cromorne 

 2' Doublette  Fourniture III 

 2' Quarte  Cymbale II   

 1 3/5'Tierce  8'Cromorne  PEDALE 

 Fourniture V  4'Flûte  8’Flûte 

 Cornet V     8' Trompette 

 8' Trompette   

 8' Voix Humaine CORNET SÉPARÉ 

 4' Clairon  Cornet V 

 

Figure 18 
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 Additionally, unlike the organ music of Bach and other polyphonic 

composers, for example, French Baroque organ music must be carefully 

registered on modern instruments else it is not effective (Gierveld 1981, 4). 

Then, standardization prevailed in France. The plein jeu, whose overall sound 

was not brilliant, but more of a type of color, was employed at the same time 

during the Mass, both in Paris and in the rest of the country. It was obtained 

in the same way – also standardized throughout the country – by drawing 

16’, 8’, 4’ and 2’ principals; then by adding the fourniture; finally, by adding 

the cymbale that usually duplicated the fourniture, at least in the treble. By 

1700 each stop in the classical French organ had its own discrete purpose 

and was employed uniformly (Owen 2001, 602). Again, the French tonal 

architecture differed substantially from that of the German instrument that 

delivered powerful, brilliant, contrasting polyphonic voices. 

The chief glory of the French instrument resided in its bass reeds. 

From 1650, French composers wrote organ music especially for the basse de 

trompette within their musical works. The expression, de grosse taille (of 

large scale) also began to appear and it survives in certain extant historical 

contracts. After Thierry’s Notre Dame, Paris, organ (1733) set the example, 

bombarde manuals were constructed throughout France that coupled to the 

grand orgue, thus supporting the playing of the large-scaled bombarde 16’ 

with other large reeds. Originally, the new bombarde manuals served to 

reduce the artificially high wind supply by giving the bombarde ranks their 

own windchest; while not always as a separate manual, the bombarde 

remained as a feature of the modern French organ (Owen 2001, 625). 
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From the beginning of its introduction to the French organ, the tierce 

was closely identified with the French conceptualization of color. As 

characteristic French registrations emerged that are now extant, the tierces 

illuminated the music with clearly marked colors.      

For example, the tierce-en-taille would balance a trio texture that was 

comprised of three voices: the left hand on the positiv, with bourdon 8’, 

prestant 4’, doublette 2’, nasard, tierce, and perhaps larigot playing the 

melody at midrange; the right hand on the grand orgue, with bourdons 16”, 

8’ and 4’ – that were also labeled jeux doux – playing the accompaniment 

either above or around the melody; and the pedal playing the bass line on a 

flute 8’ or coupled to the grand orgue with its bourdon 16’. In time, the 

French became as fond of their tierces as they had been of the cornet and 

continued, of course, to favor both quintessentially French sounds. 

Finally, in the period from 1750 to the French Revolution, the French 

classical organ – like the German-Netherlandish organ of 1700 and the 

British organ of 1850 – far surpassed the music that was composed for it 

(Williams and Owen 1984, 874). After 1750 the grand orgue appended a pair 

of trompettes that supported a characteristic bass depth and brilliance of 

French reeds. Not surprisingly, French music of this era was ascribed the 

label “decadent” (Williams and Owen 1984, 874). Indeed, dominating the 

period were its brilliant reeds, huge choruses, abundant echoes and rounded 

flutes – all awash by an incredible color palette. Construction of the period 

attained a pinnacle in Clicquot’s new IV/43 installation in the Poitiers 

Cathedral (1787-1790) (Klotz 1969, 163), one of the last installations prior 
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to the Revolution. However, the French Revolution despoiled French music 

together with all of French life. The French organ tradition would not rise 

from the ashes until one-half century later, with St. Denis (Owen 2001, 600). 

Aristide Cavaillé-Coll 

The advent of Aristide Cavaillé-Coll (1811-1899), French organ builder 

of the nineteenth century, was to change the course of music history with 

technological innovation. In sharp contrast to all previous organ history, with 

its multiple builders and artisans that spanned the three centuries from 

1500-1800, Cavaillé-Coll in the nineteenth century reigns alone as the 

innovator par excellence. His redesign of the instrument revolutionized the 

technique of playing the French organ. The organ itself was conceived as a 

model of the universe, both spatially and tonally. Described as magnificent 

(magnifique), majestc (mafesteaux) and enormous (enorm), it wielded great 

power (puissance) and vibration (vibraphon) (Fairbank 1994, 75). For the 

first time, an organist could easily execute a perfect crescendo and 

decrescendo. 

One of the first constructions after the Revolution was that of Notre-

Dame-de-Lorette in Paris, France (1838) by Dominique and Aristide Cavaillé-

Coll. Many organs had been vandalized; some fell into disuse, especially in 

the convents when the latter were closed; and others were not maintained as 

France rebuilt, thus suffering, among other reasons, from corrosion by 

saltpeter and other industrial chemicals in the air. Occasional instruments 

survived and were employed for both liturgical usage and for the 

accompaniment of revolutionary hymns (Fairbank 1994, 75). Highly 
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disparate forms of fugue, noëls and music of the Mass contrasted with storm 

fantasies, battle music and hymns to ‘reason’ (Archbold 1995, 7).     

It was in this environment that Cavaillé-Coll’s work at St. Denis (1841) 

arose, thus assuring an historical place for the quintessential French 

nineteenth-century organ. His early success with building other instruments 

made St. Denis possible. St. Denis commanded four manuals, 50 ranks and 

5,607 pipes (Fairbank 1994, 75). Built on Dom Bédos de Celles’ (1709-1779) 

plan for a large 32’ instrument (Owen 2001, 622), it was an imposing “wind 

orchestra” (Guillou 1978, 127; Fairbank 1994, 75). However, in sonority it 

emerged much less clear than the German polyphonic organ (Fairbank 1994, 

75). The organ of Titelouze that bore Flemish influence was virtually the 

standard instrument of France. After 1660 this instrument became linked to 

the French classical school as the French classical organ predominated 

throughout France. In addition to a standard instrument, Nicolas Couperin, 

Nicolas de Grigny, Louis Marchand and others had developed a unified organ 

school of composition (Owen 2001, 644). 

In 1837 Charles Spackman Barker offered his new invention to 

Cavaillé-Coll. The former had created the Barker lever (Barkerhebel) and 

installed it at the York Cathedral (1833) and other sites (Klotz 1969, 29). 

How interesting that he chose York, the second most prominent church in 

Great Britain, after Canterbury, to test the new phenomenon. It operated 

with compressed air in a system of power pneumatics; this supported a 

mechanical-pneumatic-type action and the coupling of additional manuals to 

the main manual (Williams 1984, 845). The device provided for physical 
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comfort of the organist, who could then play with much lighter finger 

pressure and much less expenditure of physical energy. It further 

empowered artistic considerations as the prime driver of the choices of stops, 

their combination, and the scaling of pipes (Klotz 1969, 30). Moreover, 

without this device, the high-pressure stops of St. Denis would have been 

“unplayable” (Owen 2001, 622). Onwards from 1837 Cavaillé-Coll installed 

this device to in order to facilitate expression on his instruments. 

Cavaillé-Coll is also recognized for changing the former action to a new 

pneumatic action that facilitated easier playing with full registrations. 

Moreover, he refined the pipes themselves and their voicing mechanisms. 

Finally, he added new coloristic stops that imitated various orchestral 

instruments that eventually became known as “symphonic,” a term that has 

been applied to the entire instrument and to the French school of organ 

playing. In the Cathedrals of St. Sulpice and of the Parisian Notre Dame – 

the most prominent ones of all nineteenth-century France – stood his largest 

instruments. 

During the time of the published Livres d’orgue the classical French 

organ was simply the grand orgue plus the smaller positiv, each played 

byseparate manuals, plus a pedal division. The pedal division expressed the 

cantus firmus as well as the bass voice of the trio form. When they were 

available, the récit and écho divisions – each played by separate, shorter 

manuals – attained solo or echo effects, respectively. All pipes were amassed 

together, except those of the positiv that were encased separately and 

usually located behind the organist (Rowell 1984, 109-110). For a time, the 
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French organ appended a fifth manual, the bombarde (Dufourcq 1965, 19). 

The organ at St. Sulpice (1636), after its 1675 addition, illustrates the 

classical French tradition as shown in its stop list in figure 19 (Rowell 1984, 

111).  

 In this instrument the foundation stops range from 16’ to 2’. The 

tierce and quinte abide in both grand orgue and positiv. The fourniture and 

cymbale each added composite ranks. The trompete, voix humaine and 

cromorne represent characteristic French reeds. Additionally, St. Sulpice 

contains the plein jeu stops that Douglass isolated as the most important 

(1995, 7). 

The French configuration produced a chateau-like façade that contrasts 

sharply with that of the verticality of the German organ. The horizontal, 

chateau-like façade of organs in the prominent St. Sulpice and the Parisian 

Notre Dame, in figures 19 and 20, respectively, contract sharply with the 

verticality of the German organ, for which a representative German 

counterpart, such as that located at St. Bavo, Haarlem, given in figure 21. 

The latter is the organ that Mozart once played as a child. St. Bavo 

boasted of having three manual divisions, an independent pedal division, a 

32’ prestant and 32’ posaune, plus mixtures in all four divisions. It retained 

the characteristic German verticality and arrangement of the divisions; 

moreover, it also provided an impressive array of stops having German,  

Netherlandish and French names (Williams 2001, 618). Williams considered 

that it may have been constructed to compete with other large organs and to 

impress people (Williams 2001, 616),  as it must have done at the visit of  
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      St. Sulpice Organ, Vincent Coppeau (1636, 1662, 1675) 
 

       
 

 St. Sulpice Stop List, Paris (1675) 
 

  GRAND ORGUE  POSITIF  ÉCHO 
 

  16' Montre  8' Montre   Cornet, 5 ranks 
  8’ Montre  8’ Bourdon 

  8' Bourdon  4' Prestant 

  4' Prestant  2' Doublette 

  2’ Doublette  Fourniture 

  Cymbale   Cymbale 

  1 3/5' Tierce  4' Flûte 

  2 2/3’ Quinte  1 3/5' Tierce 

  2’ Flageolet  2 2/3’ Quinte   PEDALE 

  2’ Flageolet  2 2/3’ Quinte 

  Cornet, 5 ranks  8' Cromorne   8' Flûte 

  8' Trompette      8' Trompette 

  4' Clairon 

   8’ Voix Humaine 

 

Figure 19 
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                      St. Bavo, Haarlem, by Christian Moëller (1735-38) 

 

      
 

Figure 21 
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Mozart and his father that is cited on page 1 of this study. 

 Into the next century, French builders continued to construct 

instruments that impressed people. From 1850 Cavaillé-Coll also installed the 

German-named device, the rollschweller, for the same reason as the Barker 

lever, namely, to facilitate expression. This device, mounted over the center 

of the pedalboard and designed to be rotated slowly with the foot while 

playing organ music, served the function of creating a crescendo and  

decrescendo (Owen 2001, 628). Although constituting a much-heralded 

novelty at its inception, the rollschweller was subsequently replaced by the                  

institution of a crescendo shoe that is located on the right side of the 

expression shoes in many European and American organs (Klotz 1969, 84). 

During his career as an organ builder, Cavaillé-Coll constructed many 

instruments in Paris, with others sent to the French provinces and abroad. 

Without the career of this single figure, French organ literature of its classical 

era – the Nineteenth Century – could not have been written. At least one 

Parisian instrument – that of St. Eustache (1854) – was built by Ducroquet, 

not Cavaillé-Coll (Owen 2001, 622). 

After the career of Cavaillé-Coll, the bombarde and pedal departments 

were continued for more than one century (Owen 2001, 625); the wind 

pressure and voicing emerged stronger; and the pipe scaling grew wider than 

during the classical French era (Owen 2001, 624). For the second half of the 

nineteenth century, the single name of Cavaillé-Coll dominated French organ 

building. By 1847 no less than forty different organ builders worked in Paris; 

of these, it is Charles Mutin who succeeded Cavaillé-Coll upon the latter’s 
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death (Fairbank 1994, 75). However, some French builders constructed 

organ-like instruments such as the aspirophone, claviphone, harmoniflute, 

marmoline, melophilon, organine and théorgue (Fairbank 1994, 75) that 

have since passed into history. Meanwhile, Oscar Walcher (1869-1948), 

(Klotz 1969, 161), Ludwig Sauer (twentieth-century; Klotz 1969, 155) and 

others continued the tradition of building German contrapuntal organs. 

Another famous Parisian instrument that Cavaillé-Coll built was that of 

St. Clothilde (1858), where César Franck (1822-1890) worked from 1858-

1890. Franck once described it as “an orchestra” (Owen 2001, 628). This 

instrument adhered to the French traditions of plein jeu, grand jeu and fonds 

d’orgue and its pedals coupled to each of the three manuals. Due to changes 

in the location and architecture of the wind chests, registrations during the 

time of Franck could be prepared in advance and engaged when desired; 

also, they could be canceled as readily by the annullateur (Nullknopf) (Klotz 

1969, 80). The grand orgue itself remained generous in size and prominence. 

As an idiosyncracy, Cavaillé-Coll eschewed electric actions and crescendi or 

other devices that were empowed by the newly-available electricity whose 

premier use to activate the key action had occurred in Paris in 1867 (Owen 

2001, 625); thus, it became one element of French organ building not 

associated with the name of Cavaillé-Coll (Kennedy 1998, 644). One scholar 

has suggested that the type of French organ that was constructed at St. 

Clothilde exerted much influence on the repertory that was created for it, 

starting with Franck, the father of the French symphonic school, and 

extending through Messaien (Owen 2001, 628). 
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The French: Music 
 
 

On the eve of the Revolution, the French were “eating musical cake,” 

as it were, with performances of Mozart’s “Paris” Symphony, Haydn’s “Paris” 

Symphonies, Nos. 82-87, inclusively (Larsen 1956, 1859; Schwarz  1973, 2) 

and the opening of a new Parisian opera school in 1784 (Arnold 1984, 716). 

In the days following the Revolution, precious little music was 

composed. Oddly, the opera houses continued, with popular “terror” and 

“rescue” themes (Schwarz 1973, vi) and outright, impromptu singing of the 

Marseillaise by the audience prior to performances and during the 

intermission (Schwarz 1973, 6-7). The formerly-prestigious Roman Catholic 

Church lost both power and popularity; the most visible sign of its waning 

was the replacement of religious music traditionally played by the organ with 

hymns to “reason” or to the “Supreme Being” that were sung publicly (Arnold 

1984, 717). 

Public ceremonies proliferated, fueled by huge wind bands whose 

players dominated the musical life of post-revolutionary Paris. In 1795 the 

same players from the wind bands, reorganizing again under the rubric of the 

French Conservatory, conjoined to form this elitist, monopolistic institution 

(Lesure 2001, 152). These attributes were both logical and predictable, since 

the leadership of all French music had been confined to the capital for a 

period of three centuries, thus affirming rigid state control of all French 
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musical institutions (Arnold 1984, 712). The fledgling 1784 opera school, 

directed by Francois-Joseph Gossec, also became part of the new French 

Conservatory when the latter opened in 1795 (Rowell 1984, 12) – a date 

perilously close to 1789 – and Gossec became the new school’s director. By 

1822 another branch became the second in a system of 56 branches of the 

national school of music that were eventually located within France (Stolba 

1998, 399). 

Opera again prevailed, with its themes of infidelity, gaiety and 

insousiance, becoming opulent excesses, relieved by occasional wisps of 

orchestral music of Mozart (1756-1791), much more of Haydn (1732-1809) 

(Schwarz 1973, 42) and – when forgiven his “harsh Germanisms” – 

Beethoven (1770-1827) (Schwarz 1973, 44). Paris may have thrilled to the 

latter’s Symphony No. 3, but only by virtue of its substance being readily 

linked to that of Gossec’s marches and symphonies (Stolba 1998, 416). Paris 

aspired to be opera capital of the world, commencing with serious treatment 

of political and social issues that educated and nationalized rather than 

entertained (Stolba 1998, 430). Under the watchful gaze of the state 

authority, a distinct and highly disparate tri-partite division emerged. The 

privileged classes, wealthy aristocrats and nobility – “le tres beau monde” – 

continued favoring traditional classical music, including chamber, in the 

opera houses and in their Parisian salons; the masses enjoyed eclectic 

programming in new public concert halls or halls made newly public; 

moreover, a new musical avant garde strain arose – emerging from Wagner 

and others – that would inform modernist Impressionism and twentieth-
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century schools (Schwarz 1973, 36). Thus, after 1800 it was not possible to 

locate French music that accommodated all three disparate elements within a 

single work. More importantly, within the new musical sphere, organ culture 

ranked not at all; instead, it now ranked on the order of one of the new 

foreign instruments, such as the gamelin, a curiosity that one encountered at 

the world fair of 1851. Into this milieu was born a musician who would storm 

the world by his simplicity. 

Music – Franck 

César Auguste Jean Guillaume Hubert Franck (1822-1890), a 

composer, teacher and organist of Belgian descent (D’Indy 1965, 29), 

became a recognized figure in French musical life during his lifetime. Born to 

a Netherlandish father and a German mother, he became a French citizen in 

order to enter the Paris conservatory in 1837 (Kratzenstein 1980, 135). 

Franck witnessed most of the seminal music events of the nineteenth 

century. Beyond is the era of wrestling with temperament: Western keyboard 

instruments were standardized to equal temperament tuning for more than 

one century; beyond is the era of shared music across all Western keyboard 

instruments: for two centuries, idiomaticity had reigned supreme. Music had 

standardized in the modern tonal system; music notation had resolved to a 

common usage; a musical repertory for all instruments had begun to 

accumulate since the Classical era; and music printing in the modern style 

abounded. For organists, alternate right-left toe-pedaling derived from the 

time of Scheidemann and the institution of toe-and-heel pedaling, from that 

of G. J. Vogler (Ripin 2001, 270). 
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 Franck was age five when Beethoven died; as a child, he learned to 

play Hummel’s piano concerto during the latter’s lifetime. Franck was still a 

young man when Mendelssohn (1847) and Chopin died (1849) (Stolba 1998, 

461, 464). He heard Richard Strauss’ Tod und Verklarung; he knew of 

Debussy’s publishing Cinq Poems de Baudelaire; and he outlived Liszt – one 

of the longest-living Romantics – by a period of four years. 

Trained originally for a career as a concert pianist – always 

masterminded by his father’s exploitation and manipulation of his gifts – 

Franck’s scarred and deeply unhappy childhood and youth occasioned his 

relatively late blooming (Davies 1970, 42). Barred for his Belgian nationality 

from the French conservatory – an institution launched in fierce patriotism in 

1795 – he matriculated in 1837, once citizenship was obtained. There, he 

won proficiency prizes readily; however, his father waxed impatient at the 

perceived delay in his plan to launch his son César’s piano concertizing 

career. Finally, at his father’s insistence, Franck’s father forced him to leave 

the conservatory in 1842 (Arnold 1984, 722). His father had sought to give 

him a virtuoso pianist career at a time when Paris had 1800 piano teachers 

and sixty-eight harpsichord teachers – yet these were allegedly not enough 

to fill the demand (Schwarz 1973, 279). The artistic choice was between that 

of the brilliant Clementi-Hummel-Kalkbrenner school or that of the more lyric 

Liszt-Chopin-Thalberg school; the introspective, reserved Franck leaned 

toward the latter (Schwarz 1973, 316). The former pianistic group, rebuffed 

by France’s post-revolutionary nationalism, arose in London where a thriving 

piano-building industry, a prolific music publishing industry and a 
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considerably less-controlled concert life attracted them (Stolba, 400-401, 

423). 

 Moreover, bullied and overworked by his own father, who coveted 

the income from Franck’s concertizing, Franck experienced a short nervous 

breakdown in 1844. He recovered by leaving his father’s house, teaching in a 

public school and giving piano lessons; from 1847 he became organist at 

Notre Dame de Lorette. In time, he began making pleasant visits to the 

home of a piano pupil, to whom he became engaged. The marriage prospect 

enraged his father; however, Franck married in 1848, thus breaking 

completely with his father (Vallas 1951, 81-93). During the joyous years of 

success in marriage and of continuing to play the organ, he also composed 

for the latter instrument. Meanwhile, he had become proficient enough to be 

appointed organist, from 1847 to 1851, at the church where he was married, 

Notre Dame de Lorette in Paris. Franck’s mother reluctantly had attended the 

wedding (Trevitt 2001, 178). From 1851 to 1858 Franck occupied the better 

post at St. Jean-St. François des Marais (Arnold 1984, 722). During this 

period, he preferred to do his job well, that is, to play the service music; 

however, he soon attracted crowds who wished to hear his musical 

extemporizations that followed the service. To enhance his new-found 

stature, Franck also became attached to the firm of Cavaillé-Coll as an 

artistic representative (Trevitt 2001, 178). 

In 1858 he moved to the newly-dedicated St. Clothilde, where he 

played the new Cavaillé-Coll organ and remained to his death in 1890. It is 

here that he developed his major stylistic attributes (Trevitt 2001, 179). He 
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gathered his popular, after-service music and published it collectively as Six 

Pieces for Organ (1860-62) (or 1859-1864) – music that Liszt praised as 

ranking with the great music of J. S. Bach (Vallas 1951, 81, 127; Kennedy 

1998, 316). Six Pieces for Organ contained the Fantaisie in C Major; Grande 

pièce symphonique; Prélude, fugue et variation; Prière; Pastorale; and Final 

(Trevitt 2001, 184). Franck composed both large- and small-scale choral 

works based on biblical themes; one is the world-famous Panis Angelicus 

(1872), originally scored for tenor, organ, harp, cello and double bass. It is 

said that – despite his unseen location in the organ loft of the church – 

Franck would kneel in reverence during the most solemn part of the Mass. 

But the shy, retiring introvert moved from anonymity to the forefront when 

his teachers’ retirement propelled him to the position of professor of organ: 

thus, in 1871 he succeeded his own teacher at the French conservatory. 

There, Franck taught an impressive array of nineteenth-century French 

students; affectionately, Franck’s pupils called him Pater Seraphicus. Among 

them rank Félix Alexandre Guilmant (1837-1911), Vincent D’Indy (1851-

1931), Gabriel Pierné (1863-1937), Paul Dukas (1865-1935), Louis Vierne 

(1870-1937) and Charles Tournemire (1870-1939) (Trevitt 2001, 181). Hill 

also names Camille Saint-Saens (1835-1921), Théodore Dubois (1837-

1924), Gabriel Fauré (1845-1924), Henri Duparc (1848-1933) and Ernest 

Chausson (1855-1899) (1924, 112-113). To the list of pupils, Mohr would 

add Camille Benoit, Charles Bordes, Alexis de Castillion, Arthur Coquard, 

Henri Dallier, Pierre de Breville, Louis de Serres, Augusta Holmès – to whom 

Franck later dedicated his Choral No. 3 – Guy Ropartz, Gabriel Pierné – who 
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replaced him at St. Clothilde – Gaston Vallin, and non-Frenchmen Guillaume 

Lekeu of Belgium and John Hinton of England (1956, 641). Although they 

may not be ranked among the Franckschule, both Georges Bizet (1838-

1875) and Claude Debussy (1862-1918) for a short time attended his classes 

(Arnold 1984, 723). 

 Also, as a professor in the conservatory Franck displayed his 

preference for absolute music over programmatic (Ewen 1962, 270). This 

influence helped to make possible the later contributions of Dupré’s 

Symphonie Passion, as well as the organ symphonies of Guilmant, Vierne and 

Widor (Falcinelli 1994, 11). Dupré later published a Methode d’orgue (1927) 

in which he incorporated some of Franck’s works (Klinda 1978, 246); he also 

honored Franck by playing the same organ works at the closing of the 

Trocadero organ on March 2, 1927 that Franck, Guilmant and Widor had 

played at its opening in 1878 (Dupré 1975, 100). Gentle and refined in 

character, Franck composed music that was welcoming, intimate and spiritual 

in nature (Ferchault 1958, 878). Franck exercised considerable influence 

through the media of his classes and performances, all the while remaining 

an outsider as a traditionalist composer who savored classical forms and 

espoused organ culture in a city that was dedicated chiefly to opera (Schwarz 

1973, 64-65; Kennedy 1998, 316). 

Franck’s greatest collective compositional achievement is the array of 

symphonic, keyboard and chamber works (Trevitt 2001, 181). The Grande 

pièce symphonique Op. 17 is considered to be his finest discrete contribution 

to the organ musical repertory. Franck is recognized for integrating classical 
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forms and a penchant for counterpoint with the au courant Romanticism that 

prevailed in nineteenth-century France (D’Indy 1965, 163-164). His first 

foray into the melding of the disparate attributes of eighteenth-century forms 

with nineteenth-century style was his Grand Piéce Symphonique.  

Significantly, Franck’s organ music– in twelve major compositions, during the 

last three decades of his life – served as the foundation for the French 

symphonic style. Moreover, it is his works that emerge as the finest organ 

music to descend from France in more than one century. Finally, he blended 

monothematic recall with monothematicism within a single large work. The 

latter technique Liszt had attained in his Piano Sonata and in Les Preludes. 

Interestingly, Franck’s comparatively short body of works provoked four 

different “interpretive traditions,” of which each claimed to be the true 

Franckian tradition. The dispute mounted by Dupré’s interpretation – long 

known to scholars – is herein resolved in favor of Franck (Jacquet-Langlais 

1995, 170). Moreover, Daniel Roth concluded studies in which he examined 

Lemmon’s interpretation after which Roth, too, jettisoned Lemmon’s in favor 

of that of Franck (1995, 195; 2006, 470). 

Franck’s last compositions were the Trois Chorals (1890) composed in 

the same year he died. Unfortunately, he suffered an accident in May, 1890 

in which a horse-bus ran him over, thus knocking him down (Arnold 1984, 

723). During his recovery he was able to work on music. However, that 

autumn he took a chill, which led to pleurisy that claimed his life on 

November 8, 1890. During the last few weeks he barely completed the Trois 

Chorals. Attending the funeral were Edouard Lalo (1823-1892), Charles-
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Marie Widor (1844-1937), Gabriel Fauré (1845-1924) and Alfred Bruneau 

(1857-1934). Emmanuel Chabrier (1841-1894) gave the oration; Leo  

Delibes (1836-1891) attended for the conservatory (Trevitt 2001, 179). The 

National Society of Music – a society that Franck had founded in 1871 (Stolba 

1998, 561) – neglected to send a representative (Trevitt 2001, 179). This, 

then, delineates the life of the modest, retiring composer who once said, “I, 

too, have written some beautiful things” (Ewen 1962, 280). Beautiful, 

indeed. 
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The French: Technique 
 

 The selected work for the French school is Franck’s Choral No.3 in A 

Minor. It is not a German hymn in the manner of Bach; rather, it is a free 

fantasie in three parts. The melody is quintessentially French and harbors 

elements that would have been inconceivable in the era of Buxtehude. The 

first and second Chorals, dedicated to Eugène Gigout (Franck, 1) and 

Auguste Durand (Franck, 18), respectively, were composed in the keys of E 

major and b minor. Of the Durand, Peters, Schirmer and Kalmus editions – Franck’s 

publisher was G. Hartmann – Kalmus V.4 is examined (sine datum). 

Dedicated to his student, Augusta Holmès (Franck, 33), the Choral in A minor 

emerges as the single last work of his life. The Chorals are considered to be 

some of Franck’s finest organ music; they entered the repertory early and 

have remained there ever since.  

In registrational matters, Franck – unlike Buxtehude – furnishes 

copious instructions on the choice of manuals, on the choice of foundational, 

reed and other stops, and when to add or remove them, as well as coupling, 

phrasing and dynamics. We would follow his instructions as given. In the 

previous century, Bach left very few registrations and those were 

characterized by a general nature. In the time of Buxtehude, we may expect 

to be furnished no registrations at all (Douglass 2001, 108). The use of 

Franck’s registrations involves pre-registering a combination of diapasons 
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and reeds in all pitches: high, low and midrange. Desired is a certain 

cohesion that will support the accumulation of a great vertical mass of 

tonality. Toward this goal, when appropriate, use of the swell will also 

enhance this wondrous accumulation to full fruition.   

Franck launches this Choral as a formal structure that alternates 

forward movement propelled by brilliant figures with a distinct lack of musical 

motion that is entertained in passages of slow, arpeggiated chords. Measures 

1-2 and 6-7 in figure 22 illustrate the two concepts, respectively. Both 

melodic and rhythmic is the lively figure that adorns the beginning (mm. 1-

5). The figure is followed by slow, arpeggiated passages that are designated 

Largamente and Piu Largamente, in measures 15-19, shown in figure 23; 

these languid passages contrast beautifully with the previous brilliant 

sections. 

The entry of the choral in measure 30 continues the technique of 

alternation, yet in a softer vein and executed legatissimo. For this, we would 

change both the manual and registration: the manual from grand orgue to 

récit and the formerly full sound to that of a gentle cornet.  

During the transition to this section we gradually remove the choir 

reeds during the ritardando. Before launching the choral we quickly remove 

the 16’ foundational stops. As if to emphasize the musical statement, both 

the texture and the dynamic have changed. Measures 30-33, in figure 24, 

illustrate the new chordal passage that is executed, again, legatissimo. Even 

the dynamic is treated with the same technique of alternation, as shown in  

measures 34-37, figure 25. Moreover, Franck highlights the concept of 
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alternation by his use of a dynamic range that spans, within a few measures, 

a subito mezzo forte to subito pianissimo. 

Franck develops the passage until the first fugue appears. Fugal form 

should be rendered as clearly as possible in a well-chosen registration,  

that is, with fewer stops, as Geer recommends (1957, 335), with the melody 

in a light reed and upper work softened to yield an overall mezzo forte. In 

the new section that follows, the second theme enters in measure 97, in 

figure 26, with a change of key signature; here, a change of manual is 

preferred and Franck writes this change. 
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Figure 22 
 

Choral in A Minor, mm. 1-7 
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Figure 23 
 

Choral in A Minor, mm. 8-19 
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Figure 24 
 

Choral in A Minor, mm. 20-33 
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 In measures 97-98, Franck also changes to the relative major and 

denotes dolce espressivo, given in figure 26. The exquisite gem designated 

Adagio encapsulates Franck’s handling of a quintessentially French lyric 

melody. In trio form, the melody is expressed in the récit, with a quiet 

accompaniment in the swell; and both voices are enriched by a soft pedal 

bass. The sensitive cadential figure of this section suggests special care to 

delineate its arrival. 

Performers of all abilities will wish to practice this section until it flows 

well in following the previous section. Since it develops differently from the 

first choral entry, we wish to present the music convincingly. 

 Moreover, Franck, who was intensely introspective, wrote music from 

a perspective that reflected less a wish to impress the public, but more a 

match of the music with his conceptualization of it (Vallas 1951, 275-279); 

thus, in these passages, we also wish to be especially true to the Franckian 

aesthetic. We may note, in passing, that the elegant chromatic scale 

designated molto espressivo e dolce in measure 104, figure 26, would not 

have been possible on either of Buxtehude’s organs in the Lübeck 

Marienkirke more than one century earlier: in mean tone temperament this 

scale would have sounded more like a bumpy adventure, rather than the 

smooth, well-rounded sound that Franck obtained from his equal-

temperament, swell-enhanced instrument. This theme ends dramatically in 

the climax in measures 143-146, figure 27. He attains a climax by building a 

fuller choral texture, designating molto ritardando, juxtaposing a rising scale  
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Figure 25 

Choral in A Minor, mm. 34-49 

against a stationary bass and reinforcing the tension with double pedaling for 

maximum effect.
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 Last, Franck closes the music with the same pattern as that with 

which he opened it: a re-launching of the two disparate elements of forward 

motion juxtaposed against a distinct lack of motion. In other works, we might 

return to the same registration and same manual with which we started; 

Franck honors his aesthetic of alternation by employing a different manual 

and a different dynamic. Moreover, he builds excitement by alternating 

manuals for the arpeggiated figure as illustrated in measures 159-160, 162-

163 and 164-167, in figure 28.  

 At the end, we experience the shifting harmony in descending 

broken chords, the opposite of the ascending ones that opened the music 

(mm. 6-7 and mm. 15-19, figures 22 and 23). After an entire passage of 

pedal point, illustrated in figures 28 and 29, Franck again displays the 

aesthetic of alternation by writing a moving bass line from measure 181 to 

the end. Finally, the music is crowned by the imperfect cadence at the end 

that bears triple tonics and celebrates the major third scale degree by 

doubling it. The use of broadening as an aesthetic technique in the 

penultimate measures would be artistically correct. Again, the broadening 

contrasts with the use of subito dynamics in other passages of this work, 

notably measures 30-40 in figures 24 and 25; 143-147 in figure 27; and 

161-164 in figure 28. In the last chord, Franck is asserting, “All is well.” In 

performing this music, we might add on the last chord a fortissimo dynamic 

and a light color stop as a final glowing touch.
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The Choral in A Minor is nineteenth-century French organ music at its 

finest. Each of Franck’s Three Chorals presents a radically different musical 

approach from that employed just one century prior to its composition. Other 

Frenchmen also wrote in the same tradition after the Revolution, but Franck 

emerged as the first to do so in full maturity. Moreover, the Choral in A Minor 

arrived no less than fifty years – one half century – after the first historic 

Cavaillé-Coll instrument that totally changed the way French organists played 

and sounded on their instruments. If Franck and other French composers 

fully exploited the tonal resources of this type of instrument, then they did so 

at a time distinctly subsequent to the development of the nineteenth-century 

technological changes that informed French organ music history.   
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Conclusion: Transition 
 
 

This, then, closes the consideration of select attributes of the  
 
construction, music and techniques that were employed in the illustrious  
 
classical French organ school. We may summarize here the salient  
 
dimensions of each school: 

 

The German Contrapuntal Organ 
 

same origin as classical French 
church instrument 1450-1650 
4 manuals: hauptwerk, rückpositiv, oberwerk, brustwerk 
balanced 
perpendicular 
back-to-front orientation 
clarity 
certain stops and ranks: spitzflöte; subbass; sesquialtera II 
varied instruments 
virtuosic 

 
 

The Classical French Organ 
 

same origin as German contrapuntal 
church instrument 1450-1650 
4 manuals: grand orgue, positiv, récit, écho (bombarde) 
suspended 
horizontal 
front-to-back orientation 
color 
certain stops and ranks: cornet; tierce; bombarde 
standardized from c.1700 
liturgical (grand siècle until 1789) 
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 Additionally, both Buxtehude’s and Franck’s selected musical works 

are showpieces, display five sections that alternate formal structures, derive 

from the stylistic maturity of each composer and feature advanced, even 

virtuosic, pedaling. Each work also harbors a highly expressive section, in 

both cases the second fugue, whose attributes are noble and poignant in 

Buxtehude’s late seventeenth century and, in Franck’s late nineteenth 

century, intimate and ineffable. The one composer’s rich counterpoint, 

straight rhythm and bold dynamic, juxtaposes against the other’s rich 

harmony, sensitive dynamic  and spiritual essence/mystical spirit. 

We have contemplated the history of the pipe organ from its late 

medieval period, traced its development through its two major schools by 

showing how one emerged from the other in direct descent, even from the 

same common origin, then treated separately two representative works of 

music, one from each school, together with select aspects of respective, 

related technique.    

The Decline of the Organ   

It was perhaps inevitable that the instrument would wane in the midst 

of progress. In France, Baroque organ music – again, referred to as French 

classical music, despite being from the Baroque period – was almost 

exclusively liturgical in nature and was composed and performed in a highly 

systematized manner. French compositions were generally smaller scale 

when compared with those of Germany and other countries. Certain forms 

were contrapuntal in nature, such as the duo, the trio and the fugue; others 

such as the plein jeu, the récit de cromorne and the tierce en taille, utilized 
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virtually no counterpoint at all. When employed, French counterpoint was 

typically much less complex than that of Germany. In Germany and Austria, 

Baroque organ music waxed increasingly more contrapuntal. These works 

may be divided into one category based on Lutheran chorales, including 

chorale preludes and chorale fantasias, and another category of works that 

are not so based. Included in the latter are toccatas, free preludes and 

fantasias. 

It was during the nineteenth century that the French organ changed 

radically from a religious musical instrument allied with the Christian church 

into an instrument diametrically opposed to it (Fairbank 1994, 77). Organ 

music had occupied a central role in the lives of the people until about 1700. 

It thrived when it was well supplied with its own music and grew in stature 

through its own development. Organ music – and music, in general – 

adhered to ideals of instrumental polyphony up to the mid-eighteenth 

century. At the time, all of western Europe was engaged in organ building.  

In the time after Bach, western Europe also proliferated in a very 

fertile period with many splendid concerti, overtures, symphonies, sonatas, 

serenades, divertimenti, string quartets, chamber music, songs, operas and 

piano works. However, the Baroque pipe organ was generally a heavy, noisy 

instrument that was sensitive to both heat and dampness (Andersen 1976, 

252). Moreover, the year 1750 not only brought the death of Bach, but also a 

wave of the new homophonic music – a type of music that the Baroque organ 

did not deliver well (Andersen 1976, 248). By the time of the Mendelssohn 

organ concerti, the organ had recovered to some extent in organ concerti  
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with orchestral accompaniment, in works for two or more organs, and in  

music for the domestic house organ. Moreover, musical journals harbored 

articles on organ construction, organ music and organ technique. Further, 

many older instruments launched renovations while the new ones launched 

innovations in technical design. In addition to isolating five types of reasons 

for the decline of the organ and its primacy in the liturgical sphere – 

theological and liturgical, philosophical, political, social, and musical – 

McIntyre also found that the new musical styles fueled some of the new 

technical, constructive innovations (1998, 184).    

However, Vente considered narrowly musical reasons: the rise of 

Italian monody – when Baroque textures of independent polyphonic voices 

were supplanted by the more homophonic textures and organ design focused 

on blending the sounds of music in families of tone; the institution of basso 

continuo; the increasing popularity of opera; and the development of the 

orchestra (1971, 110) constituted factors that combined in a powerful 

synthesis under which the organ waned. Too readily, the falling away of 

counterpoint was a phenomenon that contributed to the falling-behind of 

organ music. The Baroque institution of terraced dynamics was supplanted 

by organ swell shutters and completely enclosed divisions of the organ. 

Growth in the number of pipes and divisions led to a need for wider shading 

of tonal families, such as principals, diapasons, reeds, strings, and the like, 

as well as ways to utilize these newly expanded tonal resources without the 

organist himself having to exert all the physical force to employ them. Thus, 
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by the time of the Classical composers, we find that the mature composers, 

Mozart, Haydn and Beethoven, composed no significant organ music. 

In the last two years of his life Mozart composed two large, superlative 

works for the mechanical clock organ – K.594 and K.608, both named 

Fantasia in F minor – that, once adjustments were made for playing on the 

pipe organ, would have displayed the beauty and capability of the latter 

instrument as well as its suitability for rendering music of the late classical 

period (McIntyre 1998, 174). K.608 was a double fugue (Green 1965, 269). 

Mozart also composed short sonatas for organ and other instruments that 

constituted little more than a realized figured bass as organ accompaniment 

with a paucity of solo passages for the organ; these were played as 

interludes between the Epistle and Gospel readings at High Mass, for which 

entire service the archbishop of Salzburg had decreed a limit of forty-five 

minutes (McIntyre 1998, 175).  

Nor did Haydn or Beethoven compose significant organ works. Haydn 

composed sonatas for mechanical clock organ and three concerti for organ or 

cembalo, or the harmonium, with oboe and strings. None of this music 

incorporated a part for the pedals. Beethoven composed a two-voice fugue in 

D major (1783), two preludes for organ or clavier (Op. 39, 1789) and three 

short pieces for mechanical clock organ (1799) entitled, respectively, 

"Adagio," "Scherzo," and "Allegro" (McIntyre 1998, 175). These few organ 

and mechanical clock organ works pale by comparison to their composers’ 

collective accomplishments in choral, symphonic, chamber and piano music. 
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Thus, we find, in pre-Revolutionary France, musical taste jettisoned 

the music of de Grigny and others of his calibre in favor of new spine-tingling 

special effects of thunder rolls, bell-pealings, battle cries and an assortment 

of natural sounds that the French classical organ was designed to replicate so 

well. Despite Lemmens’ new method in mid-nineteenth century, based on the 

organ music of Bach, the organ would not recover its status until the mid-

twentieth century, and then, only partially, and in the German, not French, 

tradition. To some, this state of affairs constituted an abrogation of the time-

honored principals of organ construction; it denigrated a correctly 

proportioned build-up of sound. To others, it was a scintillating day when the 

colors awash on the palette of the French symphonic organ celebrated the 

latter’s arrival in the nineteenth century musical world. Then, there is the 

expansive world in-between. 

The Organ Dichotomy  

The German contrapuntal organ school and the classical French school, 

dichotomous in nature, are the two major constructs that inform the majority 

of the literature of the pipe organ, with a larger portion German, if only due 

to its earlier inception in the literature (Phelps 2007). From its late fifteenth 

century origin, the dichotomy still prevails in the twenty-first century. Klotz 

reflects on the nineteenth century as one of “mere technical inventions” that 

were devoid of further tonal development (1969, 160). 

Moreover, the dichotomy prevails and persists within an environment 

that relegates the pipe organ, the art of its construction and the artistry of its 

music, to a position distinctly outside the musical mainstream. When 
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Schwarz described the French capital at 1800 as divided into “pro-French” 

and “pro-Italian” musical camps, he might have added that at the time there 

was no ‘French organ camp’ worth writing about (1973, 190). The organ of 

St. Sulpice in Paris, an “engineering masterpiece” of the nineteenth century, 

has been described as more suited to playing French music, although 

German music is also regularly played; it is relatively unscathed by modern 

devices (Bell 2002, 7; Klotz 1969, 118). By contrast, Notre Dame in Paris has 

survived many technological improvements that render it capable of 

delivering both French and German music, yet, allegedly, the most 

frequently-heard type of music is that of improvisation. Further, the Parisian 

Notre Dame “now stands as much a monument to modern technological 

progress as to its various builders” (Bell 2002, 71). 

Summary 

This study of the history of the pipe organ aspires to stimulate a 

renaissance of interest in organ building, organ music and organ technique. 

Should it recruit one new organ student, encourage an existing student to 

greater heights of achievement, launch a thoughtful examination of ideas 

presented herein, provoke further study by the established professional or 

inspire a more collegial relationship with peers of the opposite school from 

that of one’s own preference, then it will have been successful. 
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